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BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Subscription $3 Oft per year payable In a«l
vunca; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon clrculailon and
very reasonable
i Communications upon topics of general Inter
est are solicited.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday more tog, from 469 Main Street, Rock
When William P. Hurley retired doing both, but he did not enter the
land, Maine.
Entered at the postofBce in Rockland for cir from the governorship of the National lime business until old ocean had con
culation at second-class postal rates
tributed a long and interesting chap

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE

Soldiers Home in Togus and came back
to his native home in this city the
man of many titles received his most
cordial welcome from the coterie of
citizens which foregathers in the
lobby of the Thorndike Hotel, and is
known locally as "The Night Court."
•••
•••
Were he a Kentuckian Mr. Hurley
Is built upon trust.- —South. ••• would be addressed as colonel, not only
••• because it is an ingrow.n habit with
♦ ♦ * <4 Kentuckians, but because the title

NKWBPAPU niSTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established,
| and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882
I The Free Press was established in 1855, and
in 1891 changed its nann- to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897
J

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
The Famous Sheet M isit you see silvertiled in all the ieaditig magazines. Over
2200 selections—send for catalogue.

MAINE MUSIC COn Rockland. Me.
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ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.

ONE MOMENT—PLEASE!
WARNING
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There's new hope and life

tertide.
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Among up-to-date road builders, the Cletrac Mode, “W” Indus
trial Tractor has long been considered an indispensable power unit.
Its crawler construction makes good footing of the softest mud or
sand. Its sturdy power can be depended upon for a full day’s work
year in and year out. Its ability to get in and out of ditches, gives
Cletrac a place in read building work that no other form of power
can fill.
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DEMONSTRATIONS GIVEN

1

FRED M. BLACKINGTON, Agent
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LET flowers bring you

closer

to the sweet story of a re

born world.
From

Let the blossoms

earth’s

bosom

invite

GLADIOLI BULBS
Finest Mixed
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PHONE-120 4
R. GREENHOUSES-CAMDEN ft
PHONE; 135-2

j Frivol conaitions oci termrj.
A hard winter is behind us.

;

THEREFORE
We would like to renjind you that you are
now nearer Boston.
Our Parcel Post, Express and Freight Service
brings us almost to your door.
Our new store enables us to give even much
better service.
Come to us.
Avail yourselt of the big advantage our large
and well assorted stock offers.

HARDWARE
METALS
RADIO
- - - ‘xaaais aaiHSNOAaa O9s-oss

The House, of Good Cheer
Room Rates $2 on per day end up
Two new fireproof Garages one
Block in the rear of Ihe House

Rathskeller
Men's

Lunch

from

Noon to 2.30 r. M.
Pinner from 6 P. M to 8 P. M.
Supper from 8 P M to 1 A. M
A la carte all day
Music from 0 P. SI. to 1 A . M
by Scotty Holmes Orchestra and
The Imperial Marimba Band
Banquet Rooms from 4 to 500
people
. Telephone Haymarket 47’’
S-Noy.25-23

McCartney

SANITARY ENGINEER

Plumbing and Heating

“The New England Tool and Supply Depot”
noisob

Hanover Stroet
Boston

l. w.

'{handler
i

AMERICAN HOUSE

Business

TOOLS
47-50

Telephone 664-W
ROCKLAND. ME.
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Letter of Marque Issued by President Hayes To Capt. Hurley. It Solved the
Problem Of How the Brigantine Grace Kelley Could Bo Moved.

Iiut leaving him each morning as sud in One f<»ttle when pursuing a helpdenly as it had come. At the end of less horde, but the sudden appearance
four days the (Kitient was either free ol armed sailors, and a big gun that
of the fever or had shuffled off the could outshoot their own weapons, was
mortal
coil. Capt. Hurley
came a bird of another feather.
through his experience with flying
A halt was called, and while the na
colors, possessing a constitution which tives were trying to pluck up courage
is carrying him along to his 77th mile for a renewal of the attack the women
stone without forming a professional ar.d children were conveyed to the ship,
acquaintance with physicians.
out of harm’s way. There were nearly
There was one voyage—Capt. Hurley- 500 of them on board when anchor was
lives it over again as plainly as though weighed, and the ship was so crowded
the date were yesterday—when he that sailors in going from one end of
sailed down the African coast in the the craft to the other had to make
ship Susan L. Fitzgerald, and became their way round on the outside of the
unexpectedly mixed up in the Ashanti rail. During the 40-mile run to Cape
rebellion, which the English were en Coast Castle, where they found refuge
deavoring to subdue. Sir Garnet Wals- with the Commander-in-chief of the
ley in command of the land forces, and British forces, the fugitives were fed
Admiral Freemantle in charge of the with meat, rice, crackers and cheese.
“They appeared to be mighty happy,”
fleet. The Ashantis were waging war
on the Fantees, or coast dwellers, and said Capt. Hurley, “but as neither of
the Susan L. Fitzgerald arrived in one us could understand a word that the
port at the psychological moment when other said we had to take it for grant
the greater portion of the population ed that the natives were grateful.”
was in frantic flight toward the water There was no mistaking the gratitude
front with armed Ashantis in full pur of the British, however. The com
suit, not more than a mile distant.
> mander-in-chief and admiral compli
Capt. Hurley held no brief for the mented Capt. Hurley very highly, and
Fantees, in fact knew little or nothing he w’as presented with a check for
about the merits of the- scrap, but here $1000 to reimburse him for provisions
were helpless women and children and services. He was also officially
being driven into the sea, with a fair thanked by letter. The Ashantis, it
prospect of total extermination. Capt. appeared had captured the town of
Hurley immediately signed up with the Chamma. killing many persons and
underdog. The ship was brought to capturing the handful of military. The
anchor as near land as possible, the 10- rebellion lasted the greater part of a
pound gun on till to’gallant fo’castle year, and prevented Capt. Hurley from
doing any trading on that part of tho
was swung into action, and under its
coast.
cover the boats started for the shore
It wras a miscellaneous cargo which
with every man who could be muster
A year of work which savored too ed on board. The Ashantis had been
(Continued on I’age Eight)
strongly of routine to suit him, and
Capt. Hurley decided to engage in the
merchant marine service. His first
voyage was as second mate of the ship
Calcutta, built by Capt Gilman Moses
of Portsmouth for trade with the East
Indies. Capt Moses went out on the
—In the Word of God, and the practical application
maiden voyage, with the understand
of the teachings of Jesus Christ in the Sermon on the
ing that when Liverpool v.as reached
Mount, is found the only solution for the social unrest
he would return home, and the mates
would lie advanced. At Charleston the
and kindred evils which are now tormenting the world
Calcutta fell in with the ship Narragansett and Capt. Hurley was trans
The OBJECT of the
ferred to it as mate, taking the place
M
of the mate who had been injured.
Capt. Hurley spent two years in this
*■
•.BUREAU »—
/
ship which was carrying cotton from
Southern ports to Liverpool and Havre
S to secure the co-operation of editors in sowing the
His first command was the bark Jen
Gospel seed through the press. The work is free
nie Cushman, owned by Samuel C
Cobb, who served several terms as
of commercialism, undenominational and non-sectarian
mayor of Boston. For three seasons
the bark plied the Mediterranean in
The Bureau furnishes the press with helpful
the fruit business. Tramp steamerscom
Bible selections and plates of headings, gratis,
peted so briskly that the Jennie Cush
the Press makes the publication free, thus
man left that sea and went Into the
African trade touching at parts from
Goree on the French coast to Cape of
Good Hope.
Capt. Hurley wis in the African
trade 12 years sailing for Hideout ARoberts of Boston in the ship Susan
Today the Bureau is serving 2,038 publications with a
L. Fitzgerald, for Mathew Bartlett of
Boston in the bark Roebuck and ship
combined circulation of 14,233,254, but only the fringe
Seagull: and in the brig Graeie Kelley
of the work has been touched which could and should
which was owned principally by him
be done, if the funds were provided.
self and Samuel Pillsbury.
1
He learned something about the
vagaries of African fever, an elusive
HOW SUPPORTED ?—The Bureau is supported
disease that attacked its victim at
entirely by voluntary contributions. Will you not make
o'clock each afternoon for four days.

I

“SAY IT WITH FLOV/ERS”
Strand Theatre, Main Street

54 WALDO AVENUE, ROCKLAND.
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Back to the Bible

your nearness to the infinite.

g

te ’■

The Solution of All Problems

and love and (lowers at Eas

——
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ter to his life's history. His seafaring
career is told under two divisions, one
of which features his experience in the
Navy as a mere youth, going on a long
quest for the Confederate destroyer
Alabama: while the other tells how. as
commander of a merchant ship he was
instrumental in saving the lives of 500
women and children during the
Ashanli war. To him also belongs the
distinction of sailing under a letter of
marque issued by the United States
government.

There's a political chapter, also, for
Capt. Hurley has been attending Demo
cratic national conventions since 1880,
NOTICE!
and when Wilson was nominated in
Baltimore he acted as assistant ser
geant at arms, being the only person
To the Managers of the High School and Twilight
entitled to the stage beside the perma
nent chairman. Ollie James of Ken
League Baseball Teams: —
tucky, and those who were summoned
there on business. And being for 12
iyears a member of the Democratic Con
We have on hand for about ten days a drummer’s
gressional committee it quite natur
ally followed that lie became well
sample trunk with a full line of Winchester Base
known in the national capital—mis
ball Goods. This is in addition to our regular stock.
taken not infrequently for “Uncle Joe"
Cannon, to whom he hears quite a
strong profile resemblance.
During the next ten days we will be pleased to
The exact St. Patrick’s day on which
Capt. Hurley was born was in 1847; the
show you these goods and if you decide you can use
place, Portsmouth, N. H. He lacked
three months of being 16 years old
Winchester goods this year we will quote you espe
when he Joined the Navy and was or
cially attractive prices.
dered to the battleship Ohio, at
Charlestown Navy Yard. From there
he was drafted to the U. S. Frigate
Constellation. lying at Portsmouth
Navy Yard, where in the next three
; Capt. William Patrick Hurley, Who years he went through the various
Bowdoin College uses Winchester goods this year
Has Retired From the Sea and From grades apprentice boy. landsman, and
Lime Burning, But from Politics— ordinary seaman, up to seaman. He
had just reached the last grade when
Never.
his discharge came.
The Constellation put to sea in
legitimately belonged to him as gov search of the Confederate ship Ala
ernor of the Soldiers Home. "Gov- bama, which had been destroying
I ernor" Hurley is the title which has shipping all along the coast as far as
I been most frequently bestowed upon the Grand Banks, in conjunction with
him in the past eight years. “Judge” the Confederate steamer Sumter. The
Hurley is another one. rightfully earn- latter was followed so closely that she
(d 'because he has been judge of the put info Gibraltar, where the Constel
Rockland Municipal Court. There are lation’s crew “rowed guard" around her
many others who speak of him as every night for three weeks. History
I "Captain" Hurley, because of a long tells how the Alabama met her fate In
I am informed by my customers that a certain firm
I seafaring career which took him to the a marine duel with the U. S. S. Kearis sending cut agents who claim they have bought
I far corners of the globe.
sarge ofT Cherbourg. France, while the
I The man of many tit-Jes likes best Constellation, about 200 miles away,
out the entire business of which I am the exclusive
to be railed captain, for while he wears was hastening in that direction. While
owner, namely—“Diamond Brand Vanilla Flavor”
the military garb of colonel with true Capt. Hurley was aboard the Constel
| military grace, he could never bring lation that craft pursued several block
—this statement is false . If any such person calls on
I himself to respond so readily to the ade runners, all of which escaped,,
you, please notify me at once. I shall be over my
latter title. Among older citizens he Capt. Hurley’s period of enlistment
is still “Pat" Hurley, this being a con having expired, he was discharged at
regular trip this season as usual.
traction nf his middle name, which was Norfolk, Va., Jan. 18, 1865.
also rightfully earned as he was born
Very respectfully,
Returning to Portsmouth he secured
on St. Patrick’s Day.
employment in the Navy Yard as sec
W. H. LAMB.
Capt. Hurley-*-giving him now the ond class rigger, receiving what would
Petersboro, N. H
title, of his own choice—had no sooner now be considered the rather inade
come back home, freed of official re quate compensation of $1.25 a day. He
NOTE—CUT OUT THIS NOTICE. I WILL ACCEPT IT AS TEN
sponsibilities, than his brother Elks helped rig the Frigate Minnesota,
CENTS (10c) ON ANY BOTTLE OF "DIAMOND.”
40-48
paid him their highest compliment by which was being titled for service in
electing him exalted ruler—an office the closing days of Ihe war.
probably hold by no other man of his
The Portsmouth Navy Yard had but
^l||||||||illlllltilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllSllllil!!illliiillllllllillllllllili^ 76 years, in New England.
one bureau when Capt. Hurley went
Rockland men, who were contem there—the bureau of Yards and Docks,
poraries of Capt. Hurley half a cen the head of which had a rating a9
tury ago, were quite apt to do one of naval storekeepers. To take care of
two things—follow the sea or burn the surplus of officers new bu
lime. Capt. Hurley compromised by reaus
were
created—Engineering,
Equipment,
Ordnance
and
Navi
•7
gation. Capt. Hurley was relieved
from the riggers’ department and went
to the Bureau of Navigation, where he
opened a storeroom to receive its
equipment. Within a very short time
a large funding was erected, and a
commander, lieutenant commander and
several clerks were added to the staff.
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But William P. Hurley Has a Flock Of ’Em, All Told—Once
Sailed Under Letter of Marque From President Hayes—
Rescued Refugees In Ashanti War—No Lawyer, But Was
a Good Judge—Has Hobnobbed With Statesmen.

ALL THE HOME NEWS

’S

RED CROSS NOTES

THREE TIMES A WEEK

developed and printed

send or bring them to

Volume 78................. Number 48.

PREFERS TITLE OF CAPTAIN

The Courier-Gazette

To have your Kims promptly

TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

S-tf

One Cent a Day Gives a Bible
Message Daily to Over 4,000

a daily subscription, however small it may be—which
enables you to give each day a helpful Bible message
to literally thousands who would not get it otherwise ?

ST. PETER’S CHURCH
34 nigh Street. Telephone 271 J

Detach and Mail to

Back to tho Blbio 222 W. 4th,
-------- —* BUREAU

------- -

Cincinnati, O.

To continue and to extend the work ol the BACK TO THE BIBLE Bureau
Third Sunday after Faster. April 22nd,
Morning Prayer with music and sermon
at 10.30; Church School at 12.15.
No
early service.
At Thomaston Sunday, Church School at B
p. m. ; Evening Pruyer with music at 7.
Wednesday St. Mark’s Day. No service.
Parish Social Gathering in the parish rooms
Thursday the 26th from 7 to 9 ; all come
with all the family.
The Rector will be out of the city for a week ;
but the Sunday services will be held as
announced.

3

Hrrrby Subarrib?.................................. a d®y>untd otherwise notified.

(I rMtrv, the rifht Io cocci thi. cubacriptjoo oo cm 4a,’« ocicc.)

Name............................................................................................. Date................

7*. O. address in full............................................................. ..............................................
Fill in name of this pubtkalion....... .............. ...................................—............................

CAecfc no* enclosed on account of above subscription for
.

-

t.......................... ..
.
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It was to be expected that the work
of the Red Cross after the war would
)e generally lessened along some lines,
t was too much to expect that either
enthusiasm or available funds should
ast indefinitely. In many ways tho
work w’as temporary and educational,
undertaken with the hope that both
public sentiment and civic organization,
might be relied upon to carry it on.
To further the organization and keep
the Rockland Chapter alive, the direc
tors last year decided to put Public
lealth Nursing work under its direc
tion and support and engaged tho
present Red Cross Nurse.
We have not been in the past, as a
pe.iph1, di: posed to pay much attention
to public health as a civic duty. Tho
iverage American community has spent
for a number of years $2.00 per capita
f< r fire and police protection; $9.50
per capita for public, education, while
along all lines of health work, the averige has been under $1. In the mat
ter of appropriations, public health, as
a' commodity has been largely over
looked. It is to be hoped that the re
sults accomplished by the work of tho
Red Cross public health nurse will
prove suflicient argument to enlist
civic interest and to insure public sup
port.
* • • *
The nursing committee in conjunc
tion wi.h the relief committee, formed,
of representatives from the various
churches and clubs, have not been idle
during the past winter. While their
part of the Red Cross work has to bo
done quietly, it is no less important
ami deserves more commendation Ibau
it is possible to give publicity. These
committees have been active in fur
nishing clothing, making friendly calls
upon suggestion from the nurse and in
carrying home-made foods to patients
not able to get anything nourishing for
themselves. *They have also been gen
erous in making appropriations from
their individual funds to help carry on
the corrective work in the schools.
Many cases brought to the attention
of an organization or club through tho
nurse have been receiving care and
help throughout the winter. Both the
secretary and nurse feel very grate
ful to these committees for the valu
able assistance they have rendered.
* * * *
The opportunity for someone to donate_a wheel chair is still open. Al
though this case is not in this county,
it is none the less pitiful, and if any
one had such a chair it would certainly
be well placed in this home. Tho
young man is 22 years old, paralyzed
and only able to crawl around. Ho
has no education. He was sent homo
from school wl)en a child because ho
couldn’t learn and the teacher did not
wish to bother with him.

♦ • ♦ «

The secretary has received a call fop
an up-to-date geography and some
magazines. This comes from an in
mate at the Thomaston State Prison.
If anyone has such that they would
like to part with, the man’s name will
be furnished upon application.

EARLY IN JUNE

Children’s Playground Will
Open For Second Season—•
hence To Be Erected.
Tlie board of direotors of the Chil
drens’ Playground met Wednesday
night for a preliminary survey of tlio
second .summer’s activity of that suc
cessful institution. The directors ap
proach this season with the stamp of
public approval and without the neces
sity of putting in new equipment op
making expensive experiments.
Tlie necessity of a fence of soma
sort on the Union and Limerock street
sides was recognized and the advantage
of having the rear of the lot filled in
ami the brook covered left to a com
mittee. More sand boxes are to ba
provided and shades of some sort will
he placed over sand boxes and swings.
The question of installing sanitary
conveniences was discussed and de
ferred to the annual meeting next
month. Tlie work of Misses Emily
i’nise and Dorothy Blaisdell as super
visors last summer was highly com
mended. A letter from Ivan Trueworthy, president of tfcc painters’ union,
was received volunteering Ihe union's
scrviics in "slicking up” this spring.
G. II. Blethen raid that a flag staff
had been presented.
The treasurer’s report showed that
$538.43 was received lust year and
$511).aa spent. Tlie funds for this year
will lie raised by a lag day put over
by the children themselves early in
June.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may he and h »wcver crowded your hours with a<Talra, do not
fail to secure at least a few minutes every day
ror refreshment of your Inner life with s bit
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.
THE AWAKENING

I pon his brow the cares of dutv lav.
And on his heart the burden of Ids top:
And life Itself was heavy with its load.
For he was wearied with a work well done.

Thus as he rested, came a voce, faint, sweet.
Like to the whispering In the airy leaves
At night, when all hut Aeolus is stilled;

Whits Street, near Limerock
Rev. A. JC. Scott, Rector

If thie telephone Is not answered call 56-M

Proper Attention Being
Paid To Public Health---Nursing Committee Busy.
—i
t

\

“Long years ago, before the sleep of life,
I promised thee, that when the sun had warmed
The world three score and ten times, and tho
moon
Was In the full and in the sky the Twins
Were holding carnival, then would I come
And awaken thee, and now the time Is here
To keep the tryst made In thine other life;
I kisseft
then and sent thee forth ; my klsg
Was but >
al^tbat sent thee forth to dream j
And as I «... thee now, niv kiss becomes
•
The call for thine awakening to life.”

So bending down in pity, peace and love,
He kissed him with a look Ineffable,
And from his brow the cares of duty fell.
Fell from his heart the burden of his toll,
And when they found him, smiling peacefully^
They pitied him and said that he was dead.

Joseph Boody,

rb

Page Two
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Rockland. Maine. April 21. 1923.

Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who on
oath declare* that he is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier Gazette of April 19.
1923, there was printed a total of 6.13"» copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.

DR. HARVEY OBJECTS
To a Condition of Things In the Very
Heart of Our Handsome City.

ARE YOU OLD FASHIONED?

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Most everyone wore low shoes last winter.
A big stock of—

Every-Otl)cr-u^7

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 21, 1923.

i Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I noted with deep gratification the
recent warning of our health officer
(all honor to him) regarding tfie dumpihg of offal on the “Farnsworth lot” on
Him street.
A certain old lady was once credited
w'lth the remark that "It don’t hurt
eels to skin 'em, ’cause they're used to

Result:

LIKED,"KATHLEEN”

BURPEE FURNITURE CO. -

Two Large Audiences Enjoyed
High School’s Snappy Musi
cal Comedy.

THREE FINE BED OUTFITS

• —

Another page in /lie history of Rock
land High School was turned last night '
with the thud of the final curtain at.
Empire Theatre at the conclusion of,
left on our shelves.
BiBLE THOUGHT
the musical comedy ''Kathleen.'' Al
though not as successful financially as
THEY ARE GOING TO BE SOLD
—FOR TODAY—
And so it might be that one would some of its predecessors this year’s ef- I
Bible Thoughts mer'arteed, will prove
not mind having the city dump in his
priceless heritage in after years.
Lot No. 3
Lot No. 1
Lot No. 2
fort was very satisfactory as a dramatic
front yard because after enduring it
te
for three wretched years he had be- production and reflected much credit on
BE CONFIDENT: —Let us there
ome “useiKt'i it.” lie that as it may principals and chorus.
fore come boldly to the throne of
this same Em street lot is not only an
T'ne plot was pleasing and easily
grfcce, that we may obtain mercy, and
Medium Heel
Medium Heel
French Heel
unmitigated nuisance, hut a public dis followed, though it hail just a touch
of full size White Enamel
NO. 1 BED OUTFIT I'n find grace in time of need.—Hebrews
grace. It is an outrage on common of Tut-ank-hamen.
________ . The
____
scene was
4:16.
lli'd and new improved National Spring with wi.hbonc
decency and the liner sensibilities of laid in Flynville, Mass., where Kith-|
people wio arc forced to look upon its leen O'Day was in love with a humble I
link, on! full size Mattress—
BACK TO THE BIBLE
ugliness day in and day out. year after grocery clerk. Jimmie Stanton; though
Complete for $18.90
year: their nostrils assailed by a va forced to receive the attentions of the
This is the biggest value you ever saw. Come in and
A year ago The Courier-Gazette
rlety of smells arising from decompos- wealthy and handsome villain, Ned
ng cats, rotting garbage, decaying con
look them over. Sizes for everyone. Sale to con
Rollingston, by her hard hearted I ait
joined the ranks of the newspapers
NO. 2EED OUTFIT C onsists of full size Brass Bed, im
tents of partially emptied cans, and well meaning guardian. Michael Flynn,
throughout the country which print in
proved National Spring, and our famous Essex Mattress—
tinue until lots are closed out.
even paper bags of scraps brought the one man of the “one man 'town."
every issue at, the head of the editorial
from everywhere In general; a reflec Neil had lost out in ;• poker campaign
Complete for $28.50
column a verse taken from the Bible
tion on public cleanliness and civic ami borrowed $200 of the trusting Jim
pride.
mie.
who
left
the
safe
door
open,
al

The Lewiston Journal this week join
NO. 3 BED OUTFIT -Consists of a fine Brass Bed, im
And then look at it! just take one lowing Ned to abstract $2000. Jimmie
ing itself to this rapidly growing list of
proved National Spring and line layer felt Cotton Mattress
good "long, lingering look!”—and what was thrown into jail and finally releas
papers, “to meet what certainly is a
is it Flat greets your outraged optics? ed through the detection of the real
Complete for $42.50
Why, a collection of discarded tinware, criminal by the postmistress and the
serious need today,” editorially adds:
LAW
COURT
FINDING
ALL
LIT
UP
old
awnings,
waste
paper,
nah
heaps
I>olicp force.
Modern life is a ru3h, whether in the home,
___
' --'.ii
<
in the school, at the office or in a multitude
and ash cans; an aggregation of every
Eileen Flanagan in the title role
of recreations. There is little and. alas, all
article
of
the
discard
peculiar
to
civili

made a wistful and charming Kathleen,
too often no time for spiritual thinking. The Camden I o Have New White In the Case of James H. MayROCKLAND. MAINE
zation.
and
the
city
dump.
And
then
whuse joys and sorrows were shared
day of family fireside gatherings is almost
/rone—unless these be revived around the radio,
once more the smells! Why, given a by the audience. Otho Record in the
bury
vs.
Spinney-Maybury
Way
and
increased
Street
The day of family worship is past in a ma
warm day and a fair wind, and this lot male lead exerted to-the full the magic
jority of homes. The school gives attention
would put to the blush any strip of of a charming voice anil a pleasing per
Company.
Lighting Service.
to a thousand interests, and for fear of some
“ism” minimizes any direct moral or spiritual
No Min's Land ever seen in France!
sonality. Flossie Neverset I Marguerite
instruction. And out of 22 million children
ANU ALL THIS RIGHT IN THE Miller) danced around as lightly as Heed. Kaihleen Haskell, Helen Collart,
Camden voted for a "White Way” at
The Law Court has banded down a
in this country only seven millions receiv ■ any
VERY CENTER OF THIS FAIR LIT thistledown and was. as Te kley Bram Dorothy Judkins, Eleanor Sawyer.
special town meeting held in the
religious training in Sunday school or the hom?.
Henrietta Libby, Virginia Sargent.
But there is a new day dawning for the Engine hall recently, and voted also deuce in the case of .lames H. May
TLE CITY. JUST A STEP FROM ITS ble would probably say, "as party1 as
Bible. Statistics of the American Bible So for all night service and a very general bury, in equity, vs. the Spinney-May
Florence Mayo, Lessie I.ounder. Altina
PRINCIPAL BUSINESS STREET.
picter."
Ned
Rollingston
(Howard
ciety prove it. The Good Book is circulating
Is it not about time, may I ask, that Ludwig) made a handsome and un Brown. Esther Ferniald.
more and more. The press is giving space— increase of light intensity all over the bury Co., which operated the shoe fac
this community rise in its righteous doubtedly deep-dyed though neverthe
as this paper is about to do—to some Life- town. This satisfying condition was
Trtinis Girls—I.saliel Kirkpatrick. J One of the best values on
giving Bible thought daily. It may be only a only attained after several months’ ag tory in Warren several years ago. The wrath, and clean up this dreadful spot, less likeable villain, who sang exceed Gertrude Griflln, llermia Toothaker.
small dose, but what there is of it is sound
concern faied, and Alan L. Bird was before our Summer guests arrive to
the automobjle market
Plummer.
Louise
Williams,
ingly well. The acting of John Hagar Ruth
morals and spiritual uplift. These tiny “pearls itation and three .town meetings, but
of great price” catch the eye for a moment, construction work is-to begin at once appointed receiver. Certain items in again deride us for permitting our in the part of Michael Flynn was in a Evelyn Learned, Helen Sholes.
and hold the though' to something better. and the new system should be com dispute were referred to Edward C selves to be thus imposed upon? class by itself. Seldom has Hotter in
today Iq
Every Road is the Right Iload-.-IlarThis Truth Is a grain of good seed sown with
out sectarian bias—and with God lies the in pleted before many moons.
Payson, as special master, the more Where is* there another town in this terpretation or presentation of a part riet Hall. Beulah Hokes. Lillian Du
crease.
Twelve 600 candle power lights on important ones being the claims of broad land that every year entertains been seen in a High School play. He gan, Carolyn Sherer, Jeanette John
If these “Daily Bible Thoughts” mak ■ some
the number of vacationists that we do took up the liysine- i very seriously
sen. Francis Doherty, George Adams, |
body wiser to solve his daily problems; some iron posts will be placed between the United Shoe
Machinery Company
and coupled a fine speaking voice with Richard Lufkin, Fred Stewart. Willard
body kinder to those in need: somebody squarer Congregational church and the soldiers' amounting to $6,450.93. The merits of that would tolerate such a nuisance
A guaranteed car. Let us demon
I notice that our Chamber of Com an easy stage presence. Oscar Crockett
with his fellow-man; somebody truer to home monument. These lights will be simi
ties; somebody more charitable and forgiving ; lar to Rockland's and. being connected these claims involved the construing of merce advertises a meeting to consider made a butler mere English than the Sewall. Stanley Snow, Elmer Rising.
strate) its merits.
,
somebody more reverently thought of that great
the leases. The total of the claims as ways by which to benefit the city.
Shy Maids—Winifred Coughlin. Ger
English themselves.
Tower “not ourselves that makes for righteous by underground cable, will eliminate allowed by Judge Payson was S6.39S.
trude Smith. Elizabeth Hagar, Joseph
Might not the Elm street lot possibly
ness,” then this space will not be so utilized wires from that side of the street. The
FOR SALE AT
The Igrw Court modifies the master's
ine LaCross, Eleanor Snow, Abbie
in vain.
lights will not be placed as closely to report by deducting two Items which furnish them “food for thought?"
The play undoubtedly found its Hans aim.
The Courier-Gazette has printed no gether as those in the county seat but
A. K. I’. Harvey.
reduce the total to $3,990.89. The de
greatest strength in file work of its
Dream
Kiddies—Bessie
Hunter,’
8 Elm street.
“feature” upon which it has received will be a very real asset to the town
[comedians who had excellent lines and Pearl Cohen, Annie Dean, Norma
cision reads, in part:
more favorable comment, from widely nevertheless.
A decree is to he entered accepting the
carried their parts to perfection. Lem Hutchinson, Laura Tibbetts, Lillian
In addition to these there will be master’s report as modified by the
Uinderduck, high sheriff and police Tibbetts, Jane Marks. Harriett Lufkin,
varying classes of readers, than this
fistributed liver the town fourteeen opinion; final decree to be entered
force of Flynnvllle, was a scream from Merle Winslow, Lucy Frye, Louise
little verse. The service, as we previ 250-candle power lamps and ninetyfirst to last. He was so cleverly made Leonard. Madeline Rubenstein. Dora
upon report of receiver, and final dis
PROPRIETOR
Patience, please !
ously explained, is systematically sup three 100-candle power lamps. If the
up as to deceive cVcn the friends of MeMann, Winola Andets n, Virginia
tribution ordered.
6N91
lighting
committee
so
chooses
it
may
CONTEST
plied free to the newspapers by a group
Clyde Record. It was Anderson rrjw Egan.
The matter has been
dragging
Irene
Weymouth,
Marion
ANNOUNCEMENT
to the life and he was received with Boardman, Rosie Pisano. Dorothy Jud
of business men of Cincinnati, al first exchange 250 c. p. lamps for 100 e. p.'s through the courts for two years A. S.
in the ratio of two and a half to one. Littlefield is counsel for the receiver,
pronounced applause. Arabella Wit- kins, Constance MUller, Irma Fiekett.
SOON
at their own cost for editing, printing A special committee. Hollie Bennett,
kins who played opposite was finally Mary Palidino, Helen
and Walter B. Tarr of Boston repre
Rubenstein,
altho’ the Judges are
postage, etc. Now they are supplying George E. Allen and Frank S. Edwards,
The Biggest Amusement Bargains
recognized as Kathleen Blethen, and Dorothy Anderson, Sophia Cohen. Jen
sents the United Shoe Machinery Comalmost
overwhelmed
in Rockland
it to rtiore than 2000 publications, with was chosen to act with the selectmen I»ny.
was a continuous source of merriment. ny Cohen, Annie Chase, May laiwith "MISSIVES.”
in relocating the lights throughout the
Every time she sj>oke a line it got a Cross, Bernice Aylward, Iva Blake,
a total circulation of nearly 15,000,000
"The question is one of construction
system.
laugh. Ttlchard Reed as Teck'.ey l'a am Marion Carr, Frances Knowlton.
C1323
of the contract, and courts endeavor to
at a total cost the past three years of
ble, proved to be a dancer de luxe in
learn the real intent of the parties to
BATTLES
Dance O'Manla—Elizabeth Plummer,
$17,725.43, The amount of advertising
spite of some monstrous boots and
the contract, and if that can be as
Leah Freeman. Doris Hook, Agnes
Matinee—Balcony 1Cc Floor 17c
contributed by the newspapers at regti
[For The Courier-Gazette]
Laurence
Miller,
in
a
red
check,
i
suit,
certained, will be governed by it.
Flanagan, Mary Pratt. Beatrice StockSimmons & Hammond MfgCo.
Evening—Balcony 17c. Floor, 22c
as Hans Swindler Crook, the sto:• lar rates has been more than $3,000,000 So grim the foes your courage conquered.
“
The
court
is
of
the
opinion
that
in
bridge,
Gladys
Tyler,
Ruth
Curtis.,
Children, 10c All the Time
Love—
keeper, convulsed- his hearer! by his
Portland.Maine
the contracts in question, the actual
Perhaps some of The Courier-Ga The .merciless grey cold within the trench;
Carolyn Perry. Adelaide Shepherd.
ludicrous antics.
\
The whine and boom of endless shells above :
rental
to
be
paid
by
the
lessee,
and
col

TODAY
zette’s readers may wish to help toward The long night-marches in the driving drench
The choruses were good, the singing
lected by the lessor is the smaller
The affair was iQ^the hands of tin e
the growing cost of this admirable Of winter rains along the sodden way ;
of the type the public has come t> ex
A Big Day of Entertainment
Winds from the dark, that pass, yet linger long amount: that it was not the actual
hard working anil efficient committees
FULL LINE OF
pect from Rockland High School and
work. We refer such to the announce
To taunt with mocking whistle, while they lay agreement that the lessee should pay
FEATURE NO. 1
whose good work was seen during the
Upon your lips the very blight of song.
the dancing well executed in spite of
the larger spm. and that the latter
COLUMBIA RECORDS
ment printed upon another page.
production:
GLADYS
WALJON
the small stage The High School or
Executive
Committee — Lawrence
Spring walks again her green and golden slopes, must be regarded as a penalty.
chestra furnished excellent music.
In
a
Sparkling
Comedy
of Spooks
STONINGTON
A singing world of youth’s fair ecstae.v
The
master's
report
will
be
modified
Mfiler, (chairman), Lewis ('rushy. Kath
BONELESS FISH WANTED
Whose every song is painful-sweet with hopes
These choruses participated;
, and Romance
by deducting from flie amount allowed
leen Blethen, George Adams, John
FURNITURE CO.
Of all that earth held dear to you and me.
By Hecks—Avy Brawn. Vera Stud- Hagar. Agnes Flanagan. George Ham
When the gonial Mr. Burbank has a God give me strength to mtet with fearless gaze on the claim of United Shoe Machinery
‘A DANGEROUS GAME”
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
The pain of Spring, of dear remembered days. Company the sums of $1,994.99 and
ley, Alberta Knights. Evelyn Perry. lin, Beulah Hokes, Doris Hook. Ellis
a
---------quiet moment amid his experiments
Anne Robinson.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Helena
Huntley.
Barbara
Wiggin.
Ruth
Mills.
$383.10, fixing said claim at $3,990.89.’'
Brunswick, April 18.
FEATURE NO. 2
Clark, Mary Wasgatt. Margaret Eg in,
with plants we would like to direct his
Program Committee—E!li»
Mills,
Comedy Feature
Ruth Stevenson, Lillian Dean, Doris John llagar.
attention to the piscatorial field, which
Grover, Clara Boardman. Leah Kellar,
Publicity
Committee
—
Lawrence
“
DOG-GOf
E DAYS”
we -believe would open a wide door to
Minnie Pitcher, Mary VVinchenliaeh, Mrller, George Hamlin. Scott Melvin.
his ingenious endeavors. We have in
Avis Blaekington. Mildred Hamilton.
Ticket Committee—Lewis Crosby
FEATURE NO. 3
Tinie Dorgan, Annie Leonard, Martha (chairman). George Adams, Agnc
mind, for example, the production of a
Boardman. Jessie Rubinstein.
Milton Sills & Irene Rich
Flanagan.
boneless fish. What could be a greater
Stage Managers—George Hamlin,
Guest Girls—Flora Kelley, Cecelia
In a Comedy with a Dramatic Shock
boon to mankind, especially to those of
Brault. Reatriee Upham. Beulah Rich William Flanagan.
U3 who live upon the coast, where the
“THE
Property Managers—Alfred Benner,
ards. Adelaide Cross. Marion Richard
fish comes to us fraught with the ex
Stanley Snow.
son. Elizabeth Knight.
MARRIAGE CHANCE”
Candy Comm i t tee—M arion Brazier
treme of annoyance afT an article to
Dance My Ladies—Helen Feeney. Ida
FEATURE NO. 4
Foster, Helen Griffin, Winola Richan. (chairman), Julia Anderson, Marion
be handled upon the plate with any de
«, t
Ellis Mills. Raymond Porry, Richard Brawn.
WM. DESMOND
gree of delicacy. And who is there
Snow, Howard Ludwig.
In Chapter 3
\
among us who does not shudder at the
Villagers—Lillian
Fifiild,
Helen
whooping contingency of a bone lodged
“AROUND THE WORLD
Leach. Amber Elwell. Madeline Rogers,
crosswise of the throat, whether it is
Helen Filiel^.
Lillian Berliawsky,
IN 18 DAYS”
Here is the number of Central Maine Power Com
Florence Nelson, George Hamlin, Scott “KEEP KLEEN KUFFS” and
our own throat or that of Uie unhappy
Chapter 3—“PARIS”
Melvin, Kenneth LcGage. Alfred Benguest across the table? Ta*ke for in
“SLIP-ON SLEEVELETS"
[ner. <iscar Crockett, Walter Montgom
pany Preferred Stockholders in the communities of Knox
stance that toothsome dainty which in
ery. Norman Colony. Clinton Barbour.
Made to order for Men and Women
Write for free booklet to
the early spring is accustomed to lend
Lassies—Lucile Hodgkins. Juanita
County.
|johnson, Gladys Hunter. Helen Robin THE UTILITY SLEEVE GO.. Manufacturer*
distinction to the .family breakfast.
son. Inez Ijeaeh. Rita Grey. Margaret
ROCKLAND
MAINE
We allude to the St. John alewife. If
Welts, Ruth Koster, Phyllis Nelson.
CHILDREN ALWAYS 10c
through the process of sustained ex
[Celia Dyer. Helen .Staples, Elizabeth For-Sale by J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.
periments Mr. Burbank were to lay be
164
Rockland,
17
Appleton,
fore us a -St. John alewife shorn of the
14
65
Rockport,
Camden,
multitude of bones that render it now
a mere perplexity, his achievement
1
South Hope,
9
Cushing,
would be registered in the grateful
hearts of mankind—at least with that
4
South Thomaston,
14
Friendship,
portion of mankind which has come to
14
Glcncovc,
St. George,
2
happy acquaintance with this product
of the neighboring provincial waters.
4
Hope,
Tenant's Harbor,
16
Nptary Public.

LADIES’ HIGH SHOES OR BOOTS

98‘

$2.98

$1.98

Ladies’ High Heel Rubbers, 25c

BOSTON SHOE STORE

■■

BURPEE

FURNITURE COMPANY

THE AMERICAN SIX

THE AMERICAN SIX

The Southend Garage

JOHN A STEVENS

EMPIRE Theatre

574 Knox County People
believe in home investing

SLEEVE PROTECTORS

Matinee,
Evening,

I

Circulated with this issue of The
Courier-Gazette is an 16-page supple
ment containing the “Public Laws of
the State of Maine Passed by the 81st
Legislature." This is the State's of-,
fleial manner of acquainting the peo
ple with the work recorded by t'le
sessions of Legislature. Taken as a
whole it 1b pretty dreary reading, but
the accompanying index furnishes fair
ly quick access to anything one may
really wish to know. Although there
is no reason, if a reader cares to do
so, why he may not go through the en
tire list of laws, from Chapter 1 to
Chapter 225, as enacted. It will fur
nish occupation for a leisure day.

As to “good going” by April 20, to
which allusion with much dubiety was
made in this column a fortnight ago,
The Courier-Gazette lias it from all
sides that upon the main roads of the
county the “going" is very good in
deed, confirming the theory that by this
date every spring the roads have he
come settled. But this year it was a
close call.

Isle au Haut,

4

Thomaston,

51

North Haven,

23

Union,

80

Owl’s Head,

10

Vinalhavcn,

17

Pleasant Point,

1

Warren,

48

Port Clyde,

1

Washington,

11

Pulpit Harbor,

1

West Rockport,

In Knox County the Company has 574 stockholders.
In Maine it has 10,076 stockholders.

These people have put their investment money at
work to build up their home town, county and State.

In Knox County the people are buying this security to
finance the power station that will help to assure Knox

The spring rejuvenation now goin
on at the Country Club will delight the
members of that 'nighty popular organ
Izntion.

h.

Central Maine Power Co.
AUGUSTA,

For study or “den” this com
bination provides a conveni
ence that inspires to more and
better work.
The Desk Section can be
fitted in any desired combi
nation and Book Sections can
be added as wanted.

For library, den, living room
or bed room a combination
of Desk with Book Sections
provides a convenience you
are sure to appreciate.
Desk Sections are made in the
same designs and finishes as the
Book Sections.

County’s industrial future.
I be price is $107.50—the yield 6^2

The revival of good times which r
ports show to lie general throughout
the country is not going to omit Knox
County. Evidences multiply that busi
ness improvement has Begun in many
lines and when our summer season
opens we shall expect to see a highly
satisfactory condition of activity.

3

10c, 17c
17c, 22c

MAINE

L. E. McRAE, 74 Pleasant Street
Rockland Manager, Securities Department

Ask for catalog, illustrating the
Desk Section in various com
binations.

Visit our display of
Globe-Wcruicke Sectional Bookcases

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

SbW^tweltt A?af<y

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 21, 1923.

Every-Other-Day

Calk of the Cow
COMING NEIGHBMHOOO EVENTS
April 24-Hnnrork County Supreme Courl
begins at Ellsworth. *
April 24—Llnuuln County Supreme Court
begins at Wiscasset.
April 25—Lecture on 'Feathered DownFasters" with moving pictures of the "Sea
litrd Colony at Matinleus,’’ Empire Theatre.
April 25—Charity Club whist far benefit ot
Home for Aged Woman, at the W. 0. Hewett
■tore.
April 26—Supper and Mock Trial at Odd
Fellows Hall.
April 2F—Knox County Librarians’ Assenta
tion meets at Auckland Public Library, 2.3d P,
41.
April 27—Grant’s Birthday.
April 27—Kublnstebi Club s open meeting at
Vulversallst I liurrh. evening.
May 4—Miss Jrimte narvoy-Perclral an
nuat dancing recital at the Arcade.
May 8—Annual meeting of Rockland Conn
try Club at clubhouse.t
May 12—Daylight savldl guea into effect.
May 25-26- State Convention of (Maine Fed
eratlon of Business and ITofesslonal Women’s
Clubs in Bangor.
,
June 12-13 •Department Connell and Field
Day of Patriarchs Militant In Rockland.
June 15—Commencement exercises of Bockland High School In Park Theatre.

Fuller - Cobb-Davis
DRESSES FOR LARGER WOMEN
Black and Blue Crepe De Chine- -real values

9 at $15.00
2 at $10.00
BARGAIN BASEMENT

FULLER - COBB-DAVI S
—' ■ "f —-------- -—-—

S. Arthur Maebtnber has entered
upon his new duties as chief engineer
Green Bros, are said lo have been of the Pejepscot Paper Co.’s tug. whtch
scouting for a Rockland location this runs to Bath.
week.
George William Niles of Sobattus
Marshal Gilchreirt is expected home and Miss Hilda York of Rockland have
tonightirom Boston, where he has been filed intentions of marriage at City
Clerk Keene’s office.
this week on official business.

Knox bodge. 1 O. O. F.. will work the
third degree Monday night. Supper
will be served after the work. Mem
bers please lakes pastry.

I

Sixty-one dog licenses had been is
sued at City Clerk Keene’s office yes
terday, in comparison with 49 for the
corresponding period a year ago, and
62 two years ago.

WOULD YOU LIKE
TO HAVE
A GOOD TIME?
If So, Take In The

Thursday, April 26
SUPPER AND MOCK TRIAL
AT ODD FELLOWS HALL
Supper 5 to 6.30 P M.
Price 50c for Supper and Entertain
ment

Winfield S Walker, formerly of this
The W. H. Glover Cfi.’g crew which
city, died recently In Somerville, Maas., is engaged in building the foundation
at the age of 67 years. He had been for the west wing of Knox Hospital,
in failing health for some time.
celebrated Patriot's Day by sticking
E. D. Spear is manipulating a
right to the job and pouring the first Studebaker touring car.—Dr. T. E.
The Elks have their regular meeting
cement.
•
Tibbetts has a Buick phaeton.
Monday night with the new officers in
the chairs. The official appointments
The gelding of small chickens to im
Rockland Lodge, F. & A. M. has a
will be made and standing committees prove their flesh for the table—a
special meeting Monday night, for
announced. Supper served' at 6.30
process known -to poultrymen as work on the third degree.
caponizing—was conducted success
Word came from Washington and fully this season by Earl Randall who
The whist party in Grand Army hall
the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corpora recently sold 325 pounds, and heard
tion yesterday that jhe official trial of nothing but compliments from his cus next Monday evening will he for the
benefit of Edwin Libby Relief Corps.
the scout cruiser Detroit) scheduled for tomers.
Playing will begin at 8 o’clock.
next Tuesday, has been postponed for
a period of about a month. The cause
The bird lecture "Feathered DownJames Sullivan is employed in the
was not stated.
Easters,” which will be given in Em I. L. Snow Co.’s boiler shop. A'ou have
pire Theatre next Wednesday evening, one guess as to what team he will
Miss Lottie McLaughlin will broad is of especial intrest to pupils of the
cast from tiie Strand Theatre, New public schools, and in order that they probably line up with in the Twilight
,
Yiyrk. ' at 7.25 and 9.25 Sunday may have the benefit of it they will be ‘League.
night Elizabeth’s aria from Tannhau- admitted at one-half of the regular
Secretary MacDonald of the Cham
ser. The set was installed this week price. Dr. Herbert K. Job of West
ber of Commerce is an expert trout
and will send out the whole musical Haven, Conn., who delivers the lecture,
fisherman. The specimen shown at
program.
one of the country’s best known nat Chisholm’s store yesterday may have
uralists, and will present motion pic been his catch but if so there was a
Miss Daphne Winslow was a mem tures showing the sea bird colony at
tremendous shrinkage.
ber of the University of Maine Mando Matinicus.
lin Club which furnisheil music at an
Services in commemoration of the
entertainment given by the Ladies’ Aid
Miss B. F. Roberts of Vinalhaven 104th anniversary of Odd Fellowship
nt the Mehodist Conference in Bangor was a recent visitor at the Ford plant will he held at the Methodist church
Thursday night. Mrs. Carl N. Gar in Detroit, where 6.385 passenger cars Sunday evening. April 29, at 7.15.
land was a member of the reception and trucks were being turned out each Members of the local affiliated bodies
committee.
day. Ford sales broke alt records in are invited to meet at Odd Fellows
March with 179,764’ cars and trucks hall and march to the church with
There was considerable local interest delivered, 50,090 more than the pre Knox Lodge. Rev. E. V. Allen, chap
Patriots' Day in the outcome of the vious high mark in June, 1922, the Ford lain of the lodge, will deliver the ad
Since dress.'
American marathon road race in Bos Motor company announced.
ton. Clarence 11. DeMar of Melrose April 1, 1922, every month has pro
won It for a tihird time, in 2h, 23m and duced more than 109.000 sales. The
Members of the Knox Academy of
47 3-5s. Frank Zuna of Xew York total sales in the United States far the Arts and Sciences will be admitted to
year
ending
March
31,
1923,
is
1.429,was second and Wailie Carlson of Chi
the Empire Theatre next Wednesday
979 cars and trucks. Miss Roberts night without charge upon presentation
cago wps third.
wrote that she was leaving for home of 1923 membership card. Dr. Herbert
The number plates which are to be the last of the week.
Job of the National Association of
used this year on city licensed jitneys,
Audubon Societies will deliver a lec
I continue to read The Courier- ture. “Feathered Down-Easters," with
truck wagons and other vehicles for
hire have been received by City Clerk Gazette with considerable pleasure and moving pictures of the Sea Bird Colony
Keene. They have blue background, interest three times a week, and th'e of Matinicus.
with white letters. The first person accounts of the recent polo games have
Thus
to receive one of the cute little badges been especially appealing."
A Carnegie model is in waiting for
was Frank F. Butler, one of the new writes* Frank T. Pearsons, a former the young man who appeared on Main
Rockland
boy,
who
is
now
located
in
street yesterday wearing a winter
entrants in the public car business.
Stamford, Conn.
Mr. Pearsons will overcoat and a straw hat. The coat
spend as .much of the summer In Rock was too warm and the hat was too
The Maine branch of the TTnited Or land and vicinity as his busy duties
cold, but apparently oblivious of these
der of Golden Cross held its 41st an will permit. He is conducting a very
facts, and the sarcastic remarks of on
nual convention in Augusta this week. successful advertising campaign in a
lookers, the young man paraded Main
A gain ofdW’has been made in mem circuit of Connecticut motion picture
street in a nonchalant .manner which
bership the past year. The Association theatres.
His motjjer, Mrs. Hejiry betokened a high degree of courage.
now has 92 lodges in the State and a Pearsons, plans to spend the entire
membership of approximately 4,of)O. summer on the Maine coast.
The old Broadway ball ground has
Ivanhoe Commandery was represented
(been put in shape for the High
at the convention by Mrs. Josephine
Preferring State Prison to the Men’s
Lothrop. Mrs. Mary Dinsmore and Reformatory at South Windham, Al School games this season. “Could
have had it last year by saying the
William Kelley.
bert AVobster was taken this week to
word,” remarked Rev. Fr. Flynn, who
the former institution. At the April
Maurice B. Sullivan, second officer term of Supreme Court AVebster plead now has charge of the property. "Was
a boy once, myself,” added the genial
of the steamship Kentuckian, is in a ed guilty to assault and battery upon
pastor of St. Bernard’s. The fact that
marine hospital in San Francisco, laid Eugene Perry and was sentenced to
the school games are to be played in
up probably for six weeks, as the re two months in jail. As he had already
town will please the patrons very
sult of falling through a carelessly served 31 days, sentence was suspended
much. The Twilight League games
placed hatch Into the second hold. The during good behavior. AVebster did not
will be played at Oakland Park as
drop was about 10 feet. Mr. Sullivan profit by this leniency, however, and usual, for two prime reasons. One is
struck on his head and shoulders, and reappeared in Municipal Court charged that the Twilight League is a county
cracked a bone in one of his legs. He with intoxication. With the South institution, and Oakland .Park is a
plans a visit to his Rockland home, Windham proposition confronting him natural and attractive center.
The
after leaving,the hospital.
he chose to board at Warden Eaton’s other reason is that good ball grounds
institution ‘ where the River Georges are like Rome; can’t be built in a day,
and the new Broadway grounds will
Leading specialists in daily vacation flows.”
not be ready before late in the season.
Bible school work will be In Rockland
......
April 30 and May 1 at the First Bap
Here's what the baseball fans
tist Church to conduct an Institute
have been waiting for—-the of
which will give Information and in
ficial call for the Twilight League
struction in this type of work. More
organization meeting. The event
than 2000 schools of this character were
will take place at the Street Rail
held in the country in the summer of
way office next Wednesday even
1922 with an average of attendance ot
ing at 7.30, and every endeavor
50. The Church Vacation School is
will be made to present teams
considered supplementary to the work
in moving pictures will be part of a
which are evenly matched. Base
of the Sunday School.
All Sunday
lecture called—
ball lovers all over Knox county
School and church school workers be
will bo well pleased to learn that
sides public school teachers are in
Camden and Thomaston will
vited to the Institute. Besides the
probably enter the pennant race
program of instruction a splendid ex
this year. The Rockland teams
hibit of craft work done by pupils in
will probably be the Street Rail
public schools has been arranged with
way, Snowa, Texacos and Lime
the public school authorities. The ses
-byCompany. The fact that all of
sion begins at 2 o’clock, April 30
DR:
HERBERT
K. JOB
the participating trolley towns
Those from out of the State who will
—at the—
are on daylight saving this year
.give instruction are: Mrs. M. A. Clif
ford, Springfield. Mass.. Miss Sibyl H.
EMPIRE THEATRE
will be a big factor.
Spaulding. Everett, and Miss Alice
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25
Calkins, Melrose Highlands. The in
at 7:30 P. M.
AA'hist party at G.A.R.hall next Mon
stitute .will be under the auspices of
ADMISSION, 50 CENTS
the Maine State Sunday School Associ- day evening, for benefit of Relief
Corps. Playing at 8. Tickets 25 cents.
CHILDREN
25 CENTS
. ation.
—Adv.

/ --
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THE SEA BIRDS
AT MATINICUS
“FEATHERED
DOWN-EASTERS”

The young women of Pleasant Val
ley Grange received many words of
praise for the excellent program which
they gave for the benefit of the Re
lief Corps Thursday evening. The en
tertainment was under the leadership
of Mrs. Warren Gardner who has every
reason to lie proud of the girls, for
they never did better work. The young
•women were marshaled into the hall
by little Miss Virginia Brown in cos
tome and in addition to that she de
lighted her audience with four songs^
Miss Ellen Thompson and Miss Lois
Ross were at their best with readings
and were warmly applauded.
Miss
Marie Brown and Miss Mary McKin
ney pleased the company with songs,
as did Mrs. Ida Huntley and Miss Doris
Hyler with their music. Little Miss
Marion Mullen proved a ‘star” when
she paid tribute to the flag. The mem
bers of the Corps expressed their Opin
ion, that Pleasant Valley
Grange
should feel proud of its young people,
and the Grand Army men who were
present offered the hall to Mrs. Gard
ner and her girls for practice at any
time they so wished.
’ou’ll find it a profitable habit to
.. Davis' Garment Shop, corner
sit
In and Elm streets, Rockla'nd, for
lies’ Suits, Coots, Wraps, Capes
esses and Blouses. No. trouble to
iw goods.—adv.

WALL

PAPERS

Sale is On and Continues to May 2
OATMEALS, all shades, W/ic

A large assortment of Papers for all rooms
for 5c to 25c per roll

Former price 12J/2C to $1.00 per roll
We carry a large line of
MASURY PAINT and BARRELED SUNLIGHT

CONTRACT
IS LET
*

WITH THE CHURCHES

For Remodeling of Lindsey
House and New Construc
tion For C. & R. Water Co.

At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
the Sunday services will be at 10.30 and
12.15. The evening sendee will be in
Thomaston. The usual weekly notices
of the parish will be found on the first
•page of this issue.
• . • •
““
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Subject
of lesson sermon, “Doctrine of Atone
ment.” Sunday school at 12 o’clock.
The reading room is located in ihe
new Bicknell block and is open every
week day from 2.30 to 4.30 p. m.
• • * •
Pastor Stuart will use as his subject,
“The Ideal Church—.Its Activity,” at
Littlefield iMemorial church Sunday
morning at 10.30. Bible school meets
at noon and Christian Endeavor serv
ice at 6.15, subject, “Trained for
Leadership.” The men's group will
have charge of the service. Gospel
preaching at 7.15, subject "The Begin
ning of Folly." A'ocal duet by Misses
Evelyn Jacobs and Doris Daggett.
f • • • •
At the Congregational church tomor
row morning Mr. Rounds will preach
on the subject. "By the Wayside."
Church school at noon. The Fellow
ship League will meet in the vestry at
5.30. The pastor will give a stereopiicon lecture entitled “Through Gaza-’
land an-d Mashonaland.” The lecture
will begin at 6.30 and an invitation is
extended to the general public to at
tend. On next Thursday night the
ladies of the parish will give a Circle
supper to the children and young peo
ple. Members of the parish both young
and old are’lnvited.
• • • •
The Universalist church services for
Sunday will be as follows: Morning
service with sermon by tile pastor at
10.30. Subject of sermon, "Science and
Religion.” Kindergarten during the
church hour and Sunday school at 12
o’clock. | Y, P. C. U. at I p. m. Mon
day is the date for the annual every
member canvass.
Breakfast
and
luncheon for workers and parish sup
per at 6.30. The Tuesday evening
service will be in the church parlors.
Wednesday evening Congressman Up
shaw will address a mass meeting to be
held in the Universalist church. The
music Sunday morning will be: An
thems, “Oh. Lord How Excellent," Gal
braith, “Oh Bread to Pilgrims Given,”
Evans, and a trio, “Come Holy Spirit,”
from Missa Pro Pace, Mrs A’eazie, Mr,
Wyllie. Mr. Robinson.
• • • •
The pastor’s subject at the First
Baptist church Sunday morning at
10.30 will be “The Triumvirate of the
Mighty." The choir will sing "Ten
Thousand
Times Ten Thousand."
Sheldon. Sunday School at the close
of the morning service with classes for
all. At 7.15 Mr Browne will preach on
"Naboth’s A’ineyard.” The musical
program for the evening will include
“There Is a Holy City," Shelley and
“Soft Sabbath Calm,” Shelley by’ the
choir and a solo, "The Day is Ended,"
Bartlett, by Mrs. Kathleen Marston,
assisted by Miss Bertha Luce of Thom
aston, playing the violin obligato. The
Children’s Happy Hour is on Tuesday
afternoon at 4 o'clock and the mid
week prayer meeting at 7.30. Young
People's Christian Endeavor meeting
on Friday evening.

The contract for remodeling the
Lindsey House into offices for the
Camden & Rockland AA’ater Co., with
apartments on the second and third
floors was awarded yesteri^iy to the
Otto Nelson Co. of Bangor, and work
will begin next Monday.
John D.
Thomas, a Portland architect, who
made the plans, will have entire super
vision of the work.
The Lindsey House property, former
ly owned by the heirs of the late
George Lindsey, was bought some
months ago by the Camden & Rockland
AA’ater Co., which has even more am
bitious plans than those contemplated
by the existing contract, but the con
struction of three stores on the Main
street front remains in abeyance until
there is an increased demand for such
accommodations.
At the rear of the present building
will be constructed a brick workshop,
42x40 feet, one story high, with base
ment, lor the accommodation of the
water company's various activities.
Several departments will include the
workshop proper, the meter room, in
which the meter testing machine is
kept, and the stock room, where the
more valuable fittings will be kept.
The land at the rear will be used for
storage purposes, and eventually will
he concealed from public gaze by a
high iron fence.
The offices of the Camden & Rock
land AA’ater Co. will be located on the
ground floor of the present Lindsey
House, comprising a vestibule, general
offices, Supt MacAlary’s room, direc
tors’ room, drafting room, toilets and
vault.
On the second and third floors will
he four modern apartments—two oh
each floor—heated, and having all of
the present day conveniences. _ That
these apartments are going to be much
in demand is judged from the large
number of inquiries.
The present roof will he removed,
and in its place will be a flat roof,
draining to the center.
The premises in front of the building
will be beautified.

The American Legion Auxiliary will
hold its regular meeting next Monday
evening at 7.30.
Lee H. Oliver has been appointed
administrator of the estate of the late
George Wesley Oliver. His name was
incorrectly given in the Probate Court
report as Lee W. Oliver

Edwin Liibby Relief Corps will have
a., fair in Grand Army hall next Thurs
day afternoon, with aprons, fancy ar
ticles, etc., etc., for the public’s con
sideration. Supper will be served at
tile usual hour.
All Odd Fellows are requested to
meet at the hall Sunday afternoon to
attend the funeral of the late brother
William AV. Smith, which will take
place at 2 o’clock from the residence of
Frank M. Ulmer, Gurdy street.

News was received here yesterday
of the sudden death in Brockton.
Mass., of William W. Smith, a former
employe of the Street Railway and
Mrs. Charles R. Richardson of Park
Rockland Hardware Co, The funeral
services wilt be heftf at Frank M. street received a cablegram yesterday
Ulmer’s residence, IB Gurdy street, announcing the birth of a son (Charles
Arthur) to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur B.
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Richardson, in London, England. The
"At the age of 104 years Mrs. Sarah family of the former Rockland couple
G. Yarnall of Philadelphia is the old now numbers three children—Albert,
est stockholder in the Pennsylvania who was .born in Russia; Frederick,
Railroad Co.” This item from one of who was born in Rockland; and the
yesterday’s Boston papers had a local newcomer, who is a native of England.
4nterest inasmuch as Mrs. Yarnall is The Richardsons expect to arrive in
cousin once removed of George E. Rockland July 27, Mr. Richardson hav
Torrey, and some years ago was a ing been granted a three months’ vaca
guest of the Torrey family in this city. tion.
The Consolidated Lobster Co. of Bos
ton, one of the largest concerns in the
country engaged in that business, has
leased from the Deep Sea Fisheries,
Inc., part of the so-called Donohue
plant, formerly occupied by the Rock
land Fish Co., and will establish a
branch here the first of May. One of
the concern’s smacks is already being
repaired on the Camden Railway, and
others will soon follow.

So far as public observance went
Patriot’s Day in Rockland was a first
class failure. There were no exercises
whatever, no form of public amusement
and one solitary flag flying on Main
street to mark the "spirit" of the day.
The feller who wanted to go fishing, or
play golf, or take off the double win
dows had a fine time. The rest of us
were perfectly miserable. Oh. yes!
Forgot to say that the solitary flag on
Main street was flying from a private
residence. Patriots, indeed!
The Western Union has announce!
sweeping reductions in cable rates. Ef
fective April 20. the charges on full
rate fast service cable messages to
Great Britain, the principal European
countries, and places in Africa, Asia
and Australia now reached via Lon
don, are reduced about 20 per cent.
The charges on deferred rate mes
sages are reduced much more, nearly
50 per cent. The full rate for fast
service messages, to London for evample has been 25 cents per word—it
is now 20 cents. The deferred rate
has been 12% cents per word for a
minimum of 13 words—the rate is now
10 cents. The rates for “Over-Night”
cable letters to Great Britain has been
9 cents per word—it is now 6 cents, for
a minimum of 20 words as heretofore
The “Weekend" rate which has .been
6% cents, is now 5 cents for a mini
mum of 20 words as heretofore.
A sensation was created in1 the Brook
yesterday when it became known that
Willis Ayer had been sued for slander
in tiie sum of $50,000 by Grace Rollins.
The action is returnable at the Gdd
Fellows Court the fourth Thursday of
this month, April 26. The writ was
served by Luke S, Davis, acting sheriff
Oliver B. Lovejoy will be the presiding
justice, Milton M. Griffin, clerk, Reta
M. Patterson, stenographer, I. Newton
Morgan crier. Pearl E. Borgerson
messenger. The attorneys are L. R
Campbell and Frank B. Miller. A
number of well known residents are to
be “civilized." The trial will be pre
ceded by a supper, with Mra. Isabel
Lewis and Miss Fronie Johnson chair
men. The program will be interspersed
wit’i music, of which Miss Doris Hyler
has charge. This day is the 104th an
niversary of Odd Fellowship and mem
hers of this lodge promise a good time
for every one.

I : : at the : :
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Smalley’s Auto is now making two
trips daily to Belfast leaving Hotel
Rockland and Thorndike Hotel at 7 a
m. and 12.30 p. m., connecting with the
Bangor auto at Hotel Windsor, Belfast
leaving for Rockland at 10.30 and
4.30.'
46-48

Edward W. MacDonald, secretary of
the Rockland Chamber of Commerce,
received from AVashington yesterday
details of the program arranged at the
United States Military Academy at
West Point in connection with the visit
to be paid to the government’s great
school for army officers by delegates
to the eleventh annual meeting of
the Chamber of Commerce of the
United States in New York, May 7-11.
The trip up the Hudson on the Steam
ship Washington Irving, chartered by
the New. York reception committee,
and visit to the Point will be made
May 11 as the concluding feature of
the National Chamber meeting.

HIGH GRADE CLOTHING
AT REASONABLE PRICES
For many years we have been do
ing business with the good people of
Rockland and vicinity; and it is with
pardonable pride that we look back upon
our achievements in the commercial
Avorld during that period. The principal
reason for our success has been—and
we trust will be—the great number of
people who constitute our regular cus
tomers—some of them representing
families who have traded with us for
four decades; others, no less valued,
who have more recently become ac
quainted with the character of the goods
we carry and the liberal business policy
that we have always maintained.

We Sell

PEAVEY BROS.
HAND TAILORED
SUITS AND OVERCOATS
For quality, style and fit we know of no
better clothes than Peavey Bros, make
and we can and do sell this make of high
class clothes at prices Avay below that of
any nationally advertised line.
We are Rockland agents for
LAMSON & HUBBARD HATS
HATHAWAY SHIRTS

YALE UNDERWEAR

NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING,HOUSE

The local Civil Service Board is con
cluding a four days’ session in Roonr 2
of the postofllce. It is being held for
the purpose of examining candidates
for entrance to the Naval Academy at
Annapolis A special examination will
■be held in June for stenographers and
typists in the government departments
at AA’ashington, I). C., by the Local
Board. Uncle Sam is raising still
higher his requirements fjr Internal
Revenue accountants. Announcement
just issued by the Civil Service Com
mission. which includes both auditors
in AA’ashington and agents in the field
Service, calls for four years' commer
cial accounting experience as a pre
requisite to entrance to the written ex
amination, which doubles the former
experience requirement. Those who
qualify in the examination are given
additional training at Government ex
pense under experienced auditors.

Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
conferred the 18th degree last night
upon eight candidates—Bertram H.
Roberts, Edwin C. Boody, Clarence E.
ltollins, William T. Flint. Warren <’.
Noyes, Lucius II. York, Frank F. Trafton and John O. Dimick.

“That’s the handiwork of Mayor
Brown,” said A’alentine Chisholm in
speaking of the handsome 5x10 sign
installed on the Chisholm candy fac
tory at the Northend It seems that Mr.
Brown executed a design for the Chis
holm products some time ago and the
new sign was drawn to scale.

Btone Thomaston, April 19th, Kathryn,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William <’. Ktuae,
aged 4 years.
Kalloch Marlboro, Mass., April 18, Ainaml:..
widow of Erastus Kalloch, formerly of Warren,
aged 97 years, 8 months, 8 days. Interment
at Warren.
Stearns Boston, April—, Edward K. Stearns
formerly of Camden.
Smith Brockton, Mass.. William W. Hmltli.
fosmorly of Kockland. Funeral Sunday a’
ternoon at 2 o’clock from Frank I liner’s real

The queerest April shower in Rock
land’s history took place at Purchase
street School Thursday when It rained
milk bottles. The bottles will be used
for the lunches next week and the
shower was arranged by principal
Ellen. J. Cochran.

pupils in Voice Culture from May 1st
to Sept 1st.

All persons having bills, or claims
for articles left to be repaired,
against the late Woodbury M. Purington, Jeweler, at 344 Main street,
Rockland, are hereby notified to pre
sent the same, in writing, before
May 1, 1923, to

Raychel Emerson Studio

BOX 277,

WARREN, ME.

48tf
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^Monuments
| E. A. GILDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.
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BORN
Richardson—London. England, April 20, to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur B. Richardson, formerly of
Kockland a son. Charles Arthur.
Hopkins Vinalhaven. April Jl. to Mr. and
Mrs. Freeman Hopkins, a daughter.

DIED

donee, It Gurdj street.

Clark Rockland. April 19, Fred K. ( lari ,
aged 67 years, 6 months, 23 days. Funeral
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock from late real
Masonic services.

deuce

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our sincere thanks t >
our friends for their kindness during the HI
ness and death ot our mother and grand
mother. Mrs. Katherine Waldron ; also for the
beautiful floral tributes.
Henry K. Waldron, Mr. and Mrs. Humm r
VOCAL LESSONS
Waldron and family, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
*
Studio open for a limited number of Waldron and family.

NOTICE

FRANK H. INGRAHAM

■iniiiiiMiiniieiinMi^
1855

D.

BEATON

SERVICE.

TEL. 672-M
48-51

u. ttit

HOLDERS

CARD OF APPRECIATION

We wish to express our appreciation of the
kindness of Evening Stat Grange members ami
other friends In according us such a happy
farewell reception.
II. M. Poland and family.
Washington, April 18.

PUBLIC CAR
1 have a nice Dodge sedan, and
will take you anywhere you want to
go, any time. Funeral orders so
licited.
FRANK F. BUTLER
Telephone 54-R or 700
47-49

.

OF

UNITED STATES VICTORY NOTES
DUE MAY 20, 1923
WE WILL ACCEPT THESE VICTORY NOTES AND COUPONS
FOR IMMEDIATE CREDIT IN OUR
SAVINGS

DEPARTMENT

: : : at :.J

FULL MATURITY VALUE

THE ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
jA.--

T ’L,
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tl. n for next fall has been limited to
2GG boys ar.d according to the great
number of applications being re reived
News of the Busy Educational It would seem that the eampaig i to
:
e a fund in order to build a gymn
Wor’ In and Outside of asium to the memory of the late Wil
liam Ed .v i: .1 Surge t will be a great
Knox County.
factor to many boys in determining
their ch i.e ... a preparatory s hool.
McLain EcSrcl
lie proposed gymnasium will be one
In the Palmer Sps.-d Test given in of lie finest la the New England
Grade 8-A Friday. Evelyn
Perry,
Gladys H '.irlngtoi arrd Palmer Pease states.
had the b• rt results.
j
'Keag School
Pupils l'l S-A were mu h p’.e 'S <1 to
B'M Da\ was observed Friday after
receive a letter from State Strpt. of noon. April 13. by the pupils of the
Schools A. <> Thomas last week thank Vil’age School and this program was
ing them I. r the des rlptlon of a Maine g.vtn:
Poem. 'The Robin," George
program given by them s me weeks crave • story. • Summer." Dorothy Rip- ;
ago.
hv sil'.rv. "Mr. Fox.” Walter Ripley;
At the ■ ' ■ e of the monthly exami- , '.'e’r . • . 'Til, Birds.' Percy Young anil
ratlons in
A 1'ie class had a b*. son L rtk Mai ney; reading. "Sir Robin."
oh nverac
p-i dis terete.1 that Mary
Manton Sleiper; s, ng. "Spring, tenfylvester !.'>••! the list with the
etta C Iilaltan. D -r thy Maloney . MM
splendid av race of OS1.,.
Albertina Creighton;
story,
"The
Pupils i
■* ' aio ; -ho 1 li lped sell
1- ids" benipi Anderson; story. "Living
tickets for :! • High School ploy this in a Tent." Fred Anderson; Life of
week.
.The pup:I • in Grade 8-C having Audubon. Clarence ltackliff; reading.
Why Some Birds Talk and Others j
their nani" ■ i n the hot.or roll for the
last month's v. ; are: Clyde l’.-iit.n, Waik” Albertina Creighton; story. A
Crab." Edward Allen; ftory, "Bird |
Bradford !. trees a. Charles Blaisdell.
Arlena Cb::p!e=. Bore Cohen. Hugh I ife " Walter Anderson; exercise. "How j
Elliot. Walter Ellis. Mervin Harriman, S ine Birds Build Their Nests." Ethel;
liuth Koster. Sydney Segall. Gertrude II dltr k. Mary Sleeper. Ruth Huston.'
Shephard. M:i: g.ierite Morey, Neil Bertha Ripley anil Mildred Graves;
I Love the Birds." Harold
Karl. Ruth Ludwig
and
Kenneth teiem,
ltackliff; reading. "Story hf Audubon."
Overloek.
Dorothy Maloney; concert recitation.
♦ » * *
Grade 3; recitation. "Birds." Jonathan
Porob.a e Street School
Pupils of tins kuildi ;g wish to thank Graves; song. "Little Robin Redbreast,"
Mrs. Clar
• Shew for the record, Bertha Ripley; song. “The Lily.” Al
bertina Creighton and Dorothy Ma
"Parade of if Wao.len Soldiers.”
iASt Frttl"y afternoon the pupils of loney. Much interest was shown in
this buildi : ’ "hi
a
milk-bottle the bird posters made by the little tots
shower with er h grade contributing. in Grade 1 and the two bird houses
A line of inar. h was f trmed anil each built by Walter Ripley and Clarence
grade mat in .1 iirnurd the table de- ltacklirf.
• • • •
pesiting the li ttles they h ill brought.
Rockport High
Next Monday the milk lunches will
The R. H. S Tatler went to press
start in the first and re ond grades.
Grade 6 re , ivd a gift of 30 boys' April 2<» and will be for sale by Btubooks for t'.- s h • : library tills week. dents. The beard has worked hard;
The donor \\ is Ellis Mills to whom the and the paper is sure to be the best
yet. The Tatler Board also wish to
class extends many thanks.
« « * •
thank the business men of Rockport. |
Camden and Rockland who advertised in
Crescent Street School
Grade 3 perfect papers in arithmetic the pages. If it were not for them;
for4he past week were: Doris Black there would be no paper.
man; Marion Mullen, Mary Eseorsio,
The V. of M. has invited the High;
Angelo Eseorsio and Everett Allen.
School to send a delegate to the edit-;
Grade 4 has had perfect attendance ors' conference of the Maine Hight
Schools which is to be held on April I
for the entire second week.
* * * •
21 and 22 at Orono. The editor-inTyler Building
chief is looking for someone to go. I
Olive Pease has been appointed ed See him about it.
it...... - hi
' f the Weekly News
Oliver Ingraham '22 is attending!
Sheet which is prepared each week for Rockport High School as a special;
discussion. In Grade G Ellen Fernald student.
and Samuel Palmer are her assistants.
Miss Gladys Kaler '22 visited school j
This grade has f irmed a Junior Au recently.
dubon Society of 30 members. Several
Tlie Sophomores are selling candy. .
of the class, girls as well as boys, have
The Village Improvement Society1
built bird houses, and • the pupils are held a meeting in the High School J
much interested in getting acquainted building Wednesday evening.
The,
with their bird friends.
State Food Inspector was the speaker.;
The best attendance for the past All students over 1G years of age may
s bool month was in Grade 4. There join this society. The next meeting!
were 22 pupils who had not been tardy will be held Afiril 23 at 7.30.
or absent. Grade 5 had 1G pupils who
The National Highway Educational
were neithc-r tardy nor absent for the CDmmittee has offered a college edu-'
past month.
A spelling contest has cation to the student in the Vnited;
been started, the class being divided States who writes the best essay on ,
into two teams captained by Etminie "The Effect of Better Highways onj
Smith and Woodbury Fales.
The
the Religious Life in My Community." |
team which has chosen Woodbury as
Further information may be obtained;
captain is now three points in the
from Principal Burns.
lead.
The Physics Class has taken up the,
Benner Hill School
Harry Larrabee has returned to study of optics.
The History Class are studying the
school after being absent for a month
suffering from injuries caused by slid Spanish American War. After they
finish the book they are studying, they
ingWill take up the study of Government
• • • •
Winston Fifield, formerly of this city and Civics.
William Bartlett '24 has left school.
but now of Portland, has bqen recently
The first baseball game will be
registered and accepted by Hebron
Academy for the school year begin played at North Haven against the
ning next September. The registra- High School, May 2.
J
The Sophomores have launched their
campaign to raise money for a trip to
Washington at the end of their Senior
year. They will hold a dance in the
Simonton Corner Community hall. Fri
day evening. April 27, with music by I
Dean’s Orchestra of Camden. Admis- !
sion, ladies 15c and gentlemen 30c. A!
good time is assured.
H. Heistad addressed the school Mon
day afternoon for the purpose of get
ting the school interested in the Vil
lage Improvement Society. He gave a
very interesting talk.
The Senior class held a class meeting ;
recently and voted to have the fol-;
lowing parts in addition to those previ-j
ously announced: Class poem, Ray
mond Simonton; piano duet, Grace;
Parker and Vivian Bartlett; address to
undergraduates, Charles Rhodes; es
say, Henry Bryant.
The members of the Sophomore
French class are corresponding with
French boys and girls. The girls are
writing to Marseille and the boys to
Lyon. The letters that have been re
ceived ar? very interesting. The post
cards that come with the letters give
views of the French cities. The stu
dents are learning very much from
these letters and hope they will all
keep up their correspondence. They
are written part in English and part
French.
This is an amusing extract from a
letter received by one of the students:
Lyon, le 24 Mars.
Dear Milford: —
My friend and me we have be very
glad i f receive your letter. Every the
detail:' which you have given are very
interesting. So you, this is our second
year in high school. We see where
you speak and write French very well.!
Have you difficulty in studying? At!
UNION
present a bright sun twinkle at L.von.!
Thia sun give back agreeably the Val-j
Mrs. Alice Robbins is teaching the
leys of Rhone and the boys.
spring term of school at Burkettville.
In two days we have fifteen days of
Bert Thurston, who has been at
leave, this Is Ihe holidays of Easter. !
Damariscotta for several weeks, has
The correspondent then goes on and j returned home.
tells about the history of two cities
Mrs. Robert Esancy and little son
which he was to visit during Easter; Kenneth were guests of her parents,
vacation. The rest of the letter is Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Simmons, Sunday.
written in French.
Neil Robbins has purchased a Iwu . e

Every-Other-Day

AMONG THE SCHOOLS
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Heaters

y

z.

!es and Oven,
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NSTANT heat for your cooking, as much or as little

I

as you need. Economical to run and easy to keep
clean, for you do not have coal dust, ashes and kin
dling litter when you use a New Perfection. This finest
of oil stoves is built throughout of materials that in
sure strength and durability. It is attractive, too—an
ornament in any kitchen.
OU is being used more and more as the year-round

household fuel for cooking and heating. In this country
alone, today, over 4,000,000 New Perfections are in use
and giving satisfaction. Clean, odorless, quick! Any
NewPerfection dealer will gladly demonstrate it for you-

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
26 Broadway

use
KEROSENE

J°r

With all
the latest
improve*
merits, in
cluding
glass oven
doors, are
used every
where.
SOLD BY

V.F.STUBLEY
ROCKLAND. MAINE

I Thousands of Mothers
Know its Value.
I The Family Medicine

lor Coughs, Colds, Colic
Cuts, Scalds, Burns,
_ ____
I

Chilblains, Insect Bites

repared by the Noiw.r M bbicise Co.. Norway. Me

YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,

1 'If It fell.to benefit you whenUMdatrlrtl.aidirecwd on
Ihe ueide wrapper. Try a home, buldbyeiiaeaien.

Telephone that item ol news to The
I Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
| readers will see It,

Get Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets
That is the joyful cry of thousands
since Dr. Edwards produced Olive
Tablets, the substitute for calomel.
Dr. Edwards, a practicing physician
for 17 years and calomel’s old-time
enemy, discovered the formula for Olive
Tablets while treating patients for
chronic constipation and torpid livers.
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets do not
contain calomel, but a healing, soothing
vegetable laxative.
No griping is the “keynote” of these
little sugar-coated, olive-colored tab
lets. They cause the bowels and liver to
act normally. They never force them
to unnatural action.
. lfyouhavea“dark brown mouth”—
bad breath—a dull, tired feeling—sick
headache—torpid liver—constipation,
you’ll find quick, sure and pleasant re
sults from one or two of Dr. Edwards’
Olive Tablets at bedtime.
Thousands take them every night just
to keep right. Try them. 15c and 30c.

nw mm-
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was burning out and the intense heat
EAST APPLETON
generated caus •<! the woodwork around
it to ignite and had*quih a headway j
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Rolartd Gushee bed as
before being discovered. Mr. Hannan !
worked until nearly exhausted before,’ 'guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Willatd
he succeeded in drowning the fire. Drown, .Miss Ava Gushee, Mr. and Mrs.
Much damage was done by the fire, i ohert Gushee ami son Freeman, Mr.
smoke and water.
and Mrs. Sam Wentworth and Carle
Mrs. L. G. Greathouse, who left here ton and Floyd Gushee. A turkey din
last August, arrived in town Wednes ner was served.
day.
‘
George Ames is shingling his house
Rev. Mr. Webber is attending the and making other improvements.
of Mr. Howard of Hope.
Methodist Conference.
Robert Robbins is sawing wood with
Peter Trahan, who has had employ
Surveyors' were in town Tuesday! his gasolene engine for parties about
ment at Bath, Ga., has returned home. making plans for the extension of the; town.
Lenart Erickson, who has been ill • railroad track from the quarry up to- Miss Daisy Gushee returned home
for several months, is gaining so as the Grange hall.
last week from Pawtucket. R L. where
to be out again.
Mrs. Bertha Simmons entertained she spent the winter with her, sister,
Mrs. Euda Lermond has returned i friends Monday in honor of her sister, i Mrs. James Emery.
from a two weeks’ visit with her i l.ulie FIT- id’s birthday. A bountiful
High f’chcol did not begin Wednes
mother at South Hope.
dinner was served and was much en day, as the teacher, Mr. McKenzie did
W. A. Bessey is improving from his joyed. Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Andrews not arrive.
recent illness.
1-rank Kenney has been whitewash
and Mrs. I. E. Luc? return d to their
Leonard Palmer arrived in town home at Thomaston Tuesday morning. ing for the people in this vicinity.
Wednesday after a few months spent
Y.’ill Miller and son Barclay are
in the northern Maine woods.
doing an attractive bit of work on the
Beginning April 19, Payson’s confec
intcrier of the church, decorating and
tionery store will be open every even
staining.
ing as well as on Sundays throughout
Another one of those fine church sup
For Spasmc c icC; cap rub
the coming season. Mrs. Thurlow’s
pers next Friday night. ,
Vicks
over
tlie
throat
and
ices will be on sale.
Community church has a fine Sab
chest until the difficult
Herbert Tibbetts is moving his tools
bath school each Sunday.
breathing is relieved—;
into his new blacksmith shop and will
soon be ready for business.
then cover with j warm
Dr. Clarence R. Simmons of Oakland
WASHINGTON
flannel cloth.
was a recent guest of Mrs. Bertha
Simmons.
Evcnirg St;r Grange held a reception
Mrs. Hester Ames is the guest of
and entertainment April 17. in honor of
her granddaughter, Mrs. Clarence
, Poland and family, who arc about
Leonard.
* Washington. This gathering
Dr. Plumer has gone to Boston for
of th largest ami most eojoya few days.
abie (.ceasii n of the regsan. A fine
Over 7 7 Million /drs V’-J Yearly
Ralph Lewis has gone to Portland
mils'.-a.l jn-egram was arranged and the
ENGRAVED CARDS-—Cal) at uhm oftFe and » njc».vm«-"t by all of ihe ganios played
for medical treatment.
styles. If von iili-p.tjy hive <i plat* was v< ry evident. Ice cream and eakf
Vivian Hannan came near losing his examine
bring il In aud let us prim von varus ui
home by fire recently. The chimney •lxe THE COUBJEK GAXETThi.

VapqFIub

w. presented to the famiiy. This was and associated himself with the II. M.
Mr I’-.land’s b yh -»d home, and having, Poland Co. He and his family are very
'o: a awh\ lor a long period of years, active in Grange work and community
n turned ter»- a Little less than two betterment. They are a brilliant, and
\
: < r
til ing from an ap-j talented family and their leaving this
I t ; - po. tmaster at P.oekport. ' village i.s very generally regretted. •

wanted
to «xchang« new furniture for your old. We niuet keep our lecond
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY
279-2F5 MAIN STREET

EAGLE‘‘MIKADO”

M-tf

Pencil No. 174

For Sale at your Dealer
Made in five (redes
ASK FOR THE YELLOW PENCIL WITH THE RED BAND
EAGLE MIKADO
f

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, NEW YORK

The COS TofSickness
Stop ami think what sickness costs, ntnl you
will do your utmost Jo keep wi ll. Besides
physical discomfort, pain, misery, you lose
hours, day •, weeks, mouths from your happy life; you
loseininc me, in actual cash paid out. Strong, healthy
organs of- gest ion and elimination assure good health.
Genuine ‘ j. 1’." Atwood Medicine will keep these or
gans well. Large bottle, 50c—lc a do'-o. All dealers.

“L. F.” MEDICINE CO.
Portland, Maino

C
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ELECTED TEACHERS
School Board Held Important I After eating your

Meeting — Approved Milk I
Lunches.

breakfast
in the course of an hour
or so
do you ever feel a big
lump
in your stomach that tastes
so sour
that it seems you
must have swallowed
vinegar by
mistake?

Teachers in Rockland schools for the
year of 1923-24 were elected at the
school board meeting Thursday even
ing. This is generally considered the
most important meeting of the year. A
committee from the Pa rent-Teacher
Association spoke in the interest of
milk lunches and the board sane
tloned the extension of the milk lunch
experiment into Purchase street school.
With several additions and transfers
yet to be made the list of electives thus
far is: High School. Anna E. Coughlin.
Ethel M. Howard, Herbert M. Foster,
Rena K. Sargent. Rita E. Calderwood. | A lump that Will neither
Frank O. Stack, Maud’ K. Preble,
Marion E. French. Eleanor Brewster.
S° UP nor
Oliver O. Hall and Phil T. Somerville;
down1?
McLain School: Harriet G Trask, E. '
uuw“1
Aldana Colema
•man. Eleanor Griffith, Lena I When VOU Stoon down to
Thorndike Harriet O'Brien, Ruth Sta- | wncn you sl00P (town 10
pies, Ida Carey. Iola Smith and Mrs.
pick up
Eva Snow; Tyler School: Lena Miller,
Ellen Thompson, Anna Coombs, Cora
something
Hall and Mrs. Frank Perry: Purchase
do you get so
Street: Ellen J. Cochran, Ethelyn Wall,
Edith Arey, Helen Et. Perry and Maud
dizzy
Smith: Crescent Street: Jeannie MeConchie; Grace Street: Margaret A
when you straighten
Buttomer and Carolyne Alien; High
land School: Mary Browne; Camden
up
Street: Veda
McKenney;
special
you feel that you ought
teachers: Esther M. Stevenson, Lena
Cleveland and Lewis S. Crosby

ried to Erastus Kalloeh. They resided
for a short time in Rockland, going
from there to North Warren where
they purchased thtf place on which
they lived until the death of Mr. Kallcch 10 years ago. Since that time she
had made her. home with 'her niece
where she died. She had been a mem
ber of the Congregational church at
Warren for many years.

to

grab
something to prevent
falling?

EMPIRE THEATRE

The popular Empire Theatre offers
today a splendid weekend program I Take a teaspoonful of Priest’s Powder
headed by dainty Gladys Walton in a in » Slass of hot water before break
brilliant comedy drama “A Dangerous |fast.

Game.” It is a sparkling comedy of i
AN Dealers, 50c and $1.50
spooks and romance, decorated with
laughter and done In a way that makes The $1.50 size holds five times as much
mighty fine entertainment. The com- |as the 5Cc size
panion feature shows Milton Sills and
Irene Rich in a dramatic comedy and Sent Parcel Pott Prepaid to any adcalled “The Marriage Chance.” It tells | dress,
a lot about matrimony without preach
ment and has one of the finest all-star I
casts obtainable.
A comedy and |
"Around the World in 18 Days” com
pletes the big program* that .is offered I
BANGOR, ME.
at the regular Empire Family Prices. |
—Adv.

PRIEST DRUG CO.

“THE CRIMSON CORDON”

Former Rockland Man, Capt. F. H.
Pearsons, Accorded High Japanese

WARREN

Honor.
Mrs. Alfred McFarland of Union was
Capt. F. H. Pearsons, whf> as com a recent guest of her sister, Mrs. Percy
mander of the West Ivan two years
ago, rescued the crew of a Japanese Moore.
Miss Tena McCallum of Portland ar
steamship, has been awarded the
Crimson Cordon of Commendation. A rived Thursday and will be the guest
Seattle newspaper thus speaks of the I of her father Charles McCallum,
event:
There will be a millinery meeting
“One of bul 66 men so honored with- for Farm Bureau members and friends
in the last 41 years, Capt. F. H. Pear- at the G. A. R, hall April 27.
The
sons of Richmond Beach, a Seattle meeting will begin at 9.30 a. m.
master mariner, was decorated by the
Parker Merriam was in
town
Japanese government at 10.30 o’clock I Wednesday in the interest of the Cenin the office of Hirosi Saito, Japanese tral Maine Power <”o. bond campaign,
consul, for a heroic rescue of officers I Mrs. Percy Moore and Mrs. Alfred
and crew of the Japanese steamship McFarland spent Wednesday in RockFukui Maru two years ago. The cap- land.
tain was warmly congratulated by his I Smelts were first dipped, in any
friends and members of the Japanese quantity, on Wednesday night. Warp en housekeepers are no longer puzzled
consulate.
“Recently the Uehida Steamship what to serve.
Carl Morse of Rockland was in town
Company, owner of the Fukui Maru,
presented a silver loving cup to Capt. I Thursday demonstrating a 1923 Revere
| car.
.
Pearsons.
Mrs. Elizabeth Starrett and son
“Only 66 persons since 1882 have
been honored with the Crimson Cor Douglas spent Wednesday in Thomdon of Commendation, declared Con | aston, guests of relatives.
Howard Norwood has a position as
sul Saito.”
Capt. Pearsons is a son of the late salesman for Wood A- Bishop Co. of
Capt. rienry Pearsons of Rockland.
Bangor over their Main* and New
Hampshire territory
MAY SUSPEND LICENSE
Miss Clara Lermond of Thomaston
was a Thursday guest of her sister,
The Law Court Makes An Important Mrs. Ernest Starrett.
Ruling in a York County Case.
Owing to a rather bad breakdown
| at the mill power plant, it will be nec
A rescript drawn by Judge Deasy in essary to use steam power for the few
weeks until repairs can be affected.
the York county case of State of Maine I
The Grange Circle met at the hall
vs. Emile L. Cote is of importance to all j Wednesday evening where a pleasant
lobster fishermen. It reads;
time was enjoyed by members and
“A license to take lobsters havingI friends.
been granted under a statute (Acts of
Amanda Lindley Kalloeh
1921 Chap. 98) providing in substance
Amanda Lindley, widow of Erastus
that the Director of Sea and Shore Kalloeh and for many years a resident
Fisheries may suspend the license of Warren, died Wednesday at the
whenever he has evidence, that the li-I home of her niece, Mrs. N. Henry Felcensee has violated the lobster law, such ton, Marlboro. Mass., at the advanced
provision for suspension reads itself in- I age of 97 years, 8 months, 8 days. She
to and becomes a part of the license had been in gradually failing health
itself.
1 since Christmas and death was due to
“The statute does not either express- I „id age. She was the last member of
ly or impliedly require notice and hear- a family of seven, being the youngest
ing us a condition precedent to such I child of John W. and Lucy Jones Lindsuspension. A licensee having accepted ley and was born in Union, Aug. 10,
a license providing for suspension, 1825, nearly a century ago, where she
without notice or hearing is not’ de-I lived as a child attending the schools
prlved of any constitutional right if it I there and finishing her education in a
is suspended in accordance with its private school in Bangor. She taught
own conditions.
I school for several years in the sur“Judgment for the State. Sentence | rounding towns und in 1853 was marto be imposed below.”

Pierre Cartier's

UPSON
RD
Wl 40MU tflt ifo/nt
Upton l&oand
oua

&ftru/na (firtk.

ajgzgtts>
Medicine
For COUGHS, COLDS ami
GENERAL DISABILITY

IkuNL wiujwuMd
fa tfa fourty a/nd
i/xmmu/of UptonML ctrtrtncp.
fifonifvrprtcua/nd
rttfermation.

Cod Liver Oil, Rum
i
and Honey
Build up a reserve power to
withstand cold and exposure.
Those in a run down condition
are most susceptible to colds and
sickness.
Pleasant to take and harmless,
i “
FOR SALE BY
C.W. SHELDON.
Rockland
WHITNEY A BRACKETT, Thom’tn
BOYNTON’S PHARMACY Camden
And at all other Good Drug Storaa
»
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W. H. GLOVER CO.
Rockland, Me.
126-Th-tf

Tou'l! find it a profitable habit to
visit Davis’ Garment Shop, corner
Main and Elm streets, Rocklar.d, for
Ladies’ Suits, Coats, Wraps, Capes,
Dresses and Blouses. No trouble to
show goods.—adv.

TODAY I AM
JEAL WELL

L"-'

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD!

ARRY ROBINSON, another
Philadelphia business man
who reports his health restored
by Tanlac. “It has no equal,” he
states.

H

THE FERTILIZER MARKET

Prof. J. N. Bartlett, Chemist,
Maine Experiment Station

In the fertilizer conference recently,
after Prof. George E. Simmons had ex
plained the recent adoption by the fer
tilizer manufacturers of nine standard
grades for the New England market, to
he known as the "New England stand
Jamestown N. Y.—“ 1 was nervous, ard nine,” William D. Hurd of the Na
asily excited and discouraged and had tional Fertilizer Association went fully
no ambition. Part of , into the matter from the manufacturthe time I was not
able to sit up as I ers1 viewpoint, He was followed by
suffered with pains Prof. J. N. Bartlett, chemist of the
in my back and with Maine Agricultural Experiment Sta
weakness. I took tion, who discussed the subject from
Lydia E. Pinkham’s tl.e market regulation standpoint. J’rof.
Vegetable Com Bartlett said, in part:
pound, both the liq- I These nine analyses, together with
..
uid and tablet forms, lucid phosphate, nitrate of soda or suland used Lydia E. j phate of ammonia and murate of potPinkham s Sanative ash, when only a single element of
Wash for inflamma- : plant food is needed, give to every fertion. Today I ant tiUzer consumer in New England i
real well and run a rooming house and necessary range of selection.
do the work. I recommend your medi
High-analysis fertilizers, of course
cine to every woman who complains, and would be welcomed as that should
you may use my letter to help any one eventuallj- reduce the price of plant
else. I am passing through the Change food to the farmer through the saving
of Life now and I keep the Vegetable of freight one pays on filler, and for
Compound in the house, ready to take extra bags to contain bulky goods, but
when I feel the need of it.”—Mrs. if the "standard nine” are adopted and
Alice D. Davis, 203 W. Second St., all the fertilizer companies selling in
Jamestown, N. Y.
the state register not over nine brands
Often some slight derangement may each it will materially reduce the funds
cause a general upset condition of the for carrying on inspection work.
whole system, indicated by such symp
Under 'the present law a registration
toms as nervousness, backache, lack of fee of $25 for each brand of complete
ambition and general weakness.
fertilizer is required. In 1922 there
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com were about 200 brands registered bypound will be found a splendid medicine twelve companies. Seven of those com
for such troubles. In many cases it has panies registered less than nine brands
removed the cause of the trouble.
each while one large company regis
tered more than 80 different brands. If
slow. Fred Brown,1 Mrs. Margaret E. this company, under the new arrange,
Libby and Mrs. T. E. Libby.
ment, should register only nine In
Grace Roberts and daughter Cora, stead of SO, it would reduce the regis
who have been guests of Mrs. Aura tration fees from $2,000 to $225 from
Roberts, left Friday for their home this company.
in Weston, Mass.
But if I understand this move cor
The big ball comes Tuesday evening. rectly it is uot so much to reduce the
May 1, at the Armory. This is under number of brands offered but to elim
'he auspices of Joan d’Arc Corps of inate needless formulas, raise the
Girl Reserves. Mystery dance orders standard of fertilizers and teach the
riven at the door. Both young and old farmer to buy plant food rather than
ire invited to attend.
a mixture sold under a trade name
Mrs. C. S. Roberts Entertained the Several years ago there were many
Forget-me-nots at her home Wednes more companies selling goods in Maine
day evening. The next meeting will than today but notwithstanding many
he with Miss Blanche Hamilton.
of those companies have disappeared,
Lanes Trio will hold a dance Satur or been combined with one large oni
day evening at the Armory. Lunch the brands of fertilizer sold by them
will be served at intermission.
under their firm name are still in tin
Captain Edward Greenleaf and fam- market, and I expect if the “standard
iy and Fred Greenlaw and family r.ines" are adopted the firm names will
ipent Wednesday in Rocklar.d.
be continued.

’ u
......
B-ingor.Af7.00a.nl
. 17.30a. m., it.10p.m.
Bath A §7.00 a. m., 17.30 a, m.. 11.10 p in.
t5 30 p. m.
Boston. Af7.00a.in., 17.30a.m., 11.10p.m.
Brunswick Af7.00a. m., 17.30a. nt.. 11.10
p. m . 15 30 p. in..
Lewiston. A§7.00 a. m.. 17.30a.m., 11 10 p m
New York. 11.10p.m.
Portland. Af 7.00 a. m , 17.30 a. m., 1 l.lOp. m.
15 30 p m.
Waterville AS".00a m.. 17.30a.m. 11.10p.m.
Woolwich, 57-liOa.m., 17.30 a.m., 11.10 p.m..
15.30 p. m.
t Daily, except Sunday.
j Sunday only,

So Writes Woman After
Taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound

WALDOBORO
This town is to have the privilege
of healing and dancing to the music
of one of the best orchestras in the
-tate Monday. The Venetian Melody
Boys have been pleasing crowds all
over Maine this winter.
The seventh annual banquet of the
Waldoboro Club of Boston was held
on Saturday evening, Apyil 7, in the
attractive Spanish room of
Hotel
Lennox. Ninety-three members and
guests sat down at 7 o’clock to an ex
cellent six course dinner. An orches
tra of seven pieces furnished music for
the banquet and for the dancing that
followed the speech-making. Dudley
Hoveyr president of the club, acted as
toastmaster. Frederick A.
Pitcher,
head-master of the Shurtleff School,
was the first speaker and he was par
ticularly
humorous, bringing in a
number of funny stories and good an
ecdotes in responding to a toast. A
guest of the evening waji B. F. Griffin,
associate editor of the Boston News
Bureau, who spoke on “This Poor Old
World.”- He held the undivided atten
tion of his hearers with his fluent re
cital
and interpretation of world
events. The audience greatly enjoyed
the solos of Mrs. Harold Robie ac
companied by Miss Gladys Tibbetts at
the piano and by Mr. Robie’s violin
obligato. Tom Hogan formerly of
Keith’s Circuit, who was an invited
guest pleased the club members with
his clever dialect stories and character
impersonations. Miss Clara S. Gay
in the absence of Herbert S. Weaver,
chairman, rendered a report for the
committee appointed to consider the
matter of erecting a soldiers’ monu
ment in Waldoboro.
She reported
progress in obtaining pledges of funds
for the purpose and the club voted that
the committee be continued and that
a further report be brought at a fu
ture meeting. The following officers
were elected for the ensuing year:
President, Dudley Hovey; vice presi
dent, Guy Waltz; secretary-treasurer.
Linda Stahl; executive committee,
Frank Welt, Isabelle Waltz, Mrs. Dud
ley Hovey, Ada Winchenbach, Doro
thea Waltz.
Mrs. Ina Hoffses of Natick, Mass,
is a guest at Capt. John Bradford's.
Mr. and Mrs. George Booth were at
home from Warren for the weekend.
Mrs. Nellie B. Wallace of South Wal
doboro spent Tuesday and Wednes
day with her mother, Mrs. Isadorclloffses.
Thomas L. Richards has been in
Portland a few days.
Rev. Guy C. McQuaidee is in Lowel
for two weeks.
The O. E. S. Sewing Circle held this
weeks meeting with Mrs. W. G. Labe
Next week the Circle will meet with
Mre. Fred Eugley.
G. Albert Benner has been at hom<
from Massachusetts for a few days.
C. B. Stahl and M. H. Kuhn were in
Portland last week.
Mr. and Mrs. John II. Miller were in
Rockland Monday
Frank Head of Woolwich has been ii
town.
Miss Edna Young lias returned from
a visit in Massachusetts.
You'll find it a profi’able hah't to
visit Davis’ Garment Shop, cornei
Main and Elm streets. Rockland, foi
Ladies’ Suits, Coats, Wraps. Capes
Dresses and Blouses. No trouble t<
show goods.—adv.

VINALHAVEN
Elder Neuman Wilson preached to r
big gathering at Saints Chun-h Sundaj
evening. There was special singing
including a trio comprising Mr. and
Mrs. Wilson and W. C. Winslow.
Sunday evening. May 13 will be ob
served as Mothers' day and there wil
be a special program.
Elder Wilson will preach Sundaj
night at Saints church on the subject
"The Final Destiny of Man.”
Mildred Young is expected home this
week for a two months visit, after an
absence of a year.
The religious meeting Tuesday night
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Quincj
Lawry was well attended and Eldei
Wilson was the speaker. He will speak
Sunday at 2.30 in Saints church.
At the annual meeting of Union
Church Circle the following officers
were elected: President, Mrs. Charles
Chilles; vice presidents, Mrs. L. W
Sanborn, Mrs. Frank Winslow, Mrs. E
C. McIntosh; treasurer, Mrs. Margaret
E. Libby; secretary, Mrs. Mary I.
Arey; financial secretary, Mrs. Marj
Noyes: work committee, chairman
Mrs. H. T. Arey, Mrs. Frank Mullen
Mrs. E. G. Carver, Mrs. Harry Wilson
Mrs. Robert Carney, Mrs Ned Kit
tredge, Mrs. H. W. Fifield. Mrs. Wil
liam Burns. Mrs. Aubrey Ames.
F. V. Crocker returned Thursdaj
front Boston and Bangor where he has
spent the winter months with his
daughters, Mrs. Effie Hall and Mrs.
William West
• • • •
Fred Noyes arrived Thursday to
spend the weekend with his mother
Mrs. Mary Noyes. Mr. Noyes will re
turn Monday- to Bates College front
which lie will graduate in June.
Mrs. Flora Athearns returned Fridhy
to Camden after spending the week it
town.
Mrs. Myra Dyer who has been the
guest of Mrs. Mary Noyes the past two
weeks returned to Rockland Friday.
Miss Marj- Wood accompanied by
little Virginia Winslow left Thursdaj
for a few days vacation at Miss Wood’s
home at Stonington
Miss Alice G. Lane, who has'spent
the winter with her brother, Joseph
Lane in Newport News, Va„ and who
is soloist in the First Church of Christ
Scientist during her stay in that city
sang recently at the Eastern Star tai:
held in Masonic Temple in Newport
News. Miss Lane has enjoyed the de
lightful climate throughout the win
ter, made many friends and received
much praise on her voice. She expects
to spend the summer in Vinalhaven.
At the Union Church Society's an
nual meeting, held Wednesday evening
at the vestry these officers were ele ed:
Moderator, H. T. Arey; clerk C. E
Roman; trustees, E. C. McIntosh, Dr.
F. F. Brown, O. C. Lane. H. T. Arey
Mrs. J. O. Carver; treasurer. L
W. Sanborn; auditor, C. E. Roman
The Pastor’s Council for the coming
year is: John Whitington, F. H. Win-

You’ll find it a profitable habit to
visit Davis’ Garment Shop, corner
Main and Elm streets, Rockland, foi
Ladies’ Suits, Coats, Wraps, Capes,
Dresses and Blouses, No trouble to
diow goods.—adv.

PLEASANT POINT
Capt. J. O. Chadwick and I.. W. Chad
wick were in Rockland Wednesday
where they attended the funeral of
he late Walter S. Morton.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Carle of West
Roxbury, Mass., arrived ip town
Thursday where they are to spend a
ihort vacation at their farm.
Uncle Mell Jameson of East Friend
ship, visited in this place this week.
Granville Osier and A, W. Maloney
have employment at Christmas Lodge,
he summer home of I!. A. Patton of
°hiladelphia. They- are to add several
lormer windows and a piazza*
Mrs. Otis Thompson and children
if Monhegan are visiting her mother,
Vlrs. Josephine Shuman.
Miss Marion Nash has returned to
ler home in Port Clyde.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maloney and
'ittle daughter Enid are to move their
household goods at Port Clyde this
week where they are to make their
home and where Mr. Maloney wil! en
rage in the lobster fishing industry.
Miss Lulu Simmons of Friendship.
Long Island, is stopping with Mrs.
lames Seavey.
Mrs. Kate Moore is visiting her
laughter, Mrs. Lemuel Miller.'
Leroy Seavey has returned home
'rom Bristol, Conn., where he has hud
employment.
Miss Julia Davis was home from
Rockland and spent the weekend with
ier parents, Mr. and Mrs. Byron Davis.

First Incubators.
Eggs were first Incubated In Eng
land by n charcoal fire uad^- n cotton
covering.

«•••

All parties connected with market
regulation or inspection work will ap
prove of any plan that simplifies and
makes deafer to the farmer just what
he is buying. We certainly would ap
prove of high-analysis goods made at
concentrated as possible, consistent
with mechanical conditions. The most
concentrated goods of course would be
the straight chemicals mixed, but in a
moist climate such mixtures do not
long remain in good mechanical condi
tion and must be used at once or they
will become too moist to run in a fer
tilizer distributor or if kept severa
months will become caked and wil
have to be reground before they can be
used.
The number of formulas could, at
far as Maine is concerned, he materi
ally reduced below nine. With the
unmixed chemicals, acid pbo'sphaite,
nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonit
and the potash salts available I believe
there would be very little call for mixed
goods of more than four formulas give:
ir, the "New England standard nine.’
These I should select as follows: Th<
3-10-4 to supplement stable manure on
general crops such as corn, beans, veg
etables, etc.; the 4-8-6 to supplement
stable manure or a plowed-in clove:
sod for potatoes; the 5-8-7 for potatoei
oa land which has not been dressed
with stable manure or a sod of clover
and the 8-6-6 for a top dressing for
grass fields. If one needs anything
different from these four formulas he
can easily obtain it by use of the eham
icals mentioned.
Simple and uniform labels on fertil
izer packages would he of great assist
ance to inspectors and farmers. Most
users of fertilizers understand the
meaning of the figures given in the
formulas. They understand that 4-8-4
goods means a fertilizer carrying 4
per cent of ammonia. 8 percent availa
ble phosphoric acid and 4 percent oi
potash. If the manufacturers would
confine themselves to the use of these
terms in giving the analysis on all fer
tilizer materials they would be readily

A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool

wich and bath.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. I.. HARRIS,
9-24-22 V. P. & Gen'l Mgr. Gen t Passenger Agt.

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.

I

Leave Rockland Tuesdays. Thursdays anil
Saturdays at 8 P. M. for Boston.
Return Leave Boston Mondays. Wednesdays
and Fridays at 5 P. M Leave Rockland Tues
days. Thursdays anil Saturdays at 5.00 A. M ,
Camden 5.45 A. M . Belfast 7.15 A. M., Bucks
port 9.00 A. M., Winterport 9.30 A. M.. due
Bancor 10 A 31.
Return Leave Bangor Tuesdays, Thursdays
end Saturdays at 2 I’. M. for Rockland, Boston
and way-landings.

MT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINES

'Tanlac not only overcome my
troubles, hut it built me up twelve
pounds, and I can sincerely recommend
it to anybody suffering from indiges
tion or a run-down condition," is the
itatement of Harry Robinson, 1518
•een fit., Philadelphia, a prominent
photographer, well-known in his line
hroughout Pennsylvania.
"For three years I was in a miserahl
state of health, with my appetite in i
had slump on account of indigestion,
ind my whole system simply all run
down. I couldn’t enjoy eating because
pains in m.v stomach afterwards caused
ne untold agong, and robbed me of
many a good night’s steep.
"I am on my fifth bottle of Tanlac
tow, and I can say my old-time good
health has been restored. I eat and en
joy anything I want, have recovered my
Cull strength again, and sleep like a top,
t'anlac is without an equal.”
Tanlac is for sale by all good drug
gists. Accept no substitute. Over 3
million bottles sold.

understood. But some in adltlon to
giving the percer,'t of the ingredients,
.vill write out the equivalent percent of
,he compound from which it was de
rived. This makes the percentage look
larger but gives no additional information of value and is confusing to one
not familiar with chemical formulas.
Wild Plants Valuable.

COFFEE

1623

all their lives, as thousands, hereabouts.
SUPERBA on the lable assures SUPERB for your table

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
v
By saving one dollar, tho possibility of acquiring hundreds be
comes real, The beet reason for saving now is, the older you grow
the less you can earn, and it’s the dollars saved early in life that tell
when the future days of need shall arrive.

Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.

A MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE

A MONUMENT OF
GRANITE OR MARBLE

that will look well on your lot.
Estimates and designs cheerfully fur
nished on request.

FRED S. MARCH

"2Scuh1^tai

The Ntw Monumantal Wsrsroom,

Perk SU Cor. Brick.

Rockland, Me

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The dime' rnuje between
ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subieot to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1923

Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sunday!
at 5 311 A. M for Stonington, North Baiiru.
Vinalhaven nod Rockland
Reluming leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M , for
Vinalhaven. North Haven, Stonington, and
Swau's Island.
W. S

WHITE,

General Manager
Rockland, Maine, Jan'y 6, 1923

SMALLEY’S
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN
BELFAST & BANGOR
CAR
is now making Two Trips Daily
Leaving Hotel Rockland and calling
at Hotel Thorndike at 7 A. M. and
12:30 P. M.
Leaving Windsor Hotel, Belfast, for
Rockland, 10:30 A. M. and 4:30 P. M.

/

TELEPHONE 149-M.

Professional & Business Cards

,

.“ 7

Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.

HOME FIRE &. MARINE INSURANCE CO.
OF CALIFORNIA
San Francisco. Calif.

ASSETS Dec. 31, 1 '22
Mortgage Loans ...................... . .$
2.500 00
100,000 00
Collateral Loans ......................
Stocks and Bonds ................... . . 2.955,647 90
518.007 06
t'asli in Office and Bank .......
369,406 31
Agents’ Baiances .....................
33,603 75
Interest and Rents ...................
All other Assets .......................
22,572 .75

Gross Assets ..................... ...$4,001,737 57
33,022 17
Deduct items not admitted ...

Admitted ............................ ...$3,968,715
LIABILITIES, Dei-. 31 1922
Vet Unpaid Losses ................. . ..$ 331,414
Cnearned Premiums ............... ... 1,457,949
.53.651
Ali other Liabilities ...............
ash Capital ............................ ... 1,000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities ... ... 1,125,701

40

COMMERCE INSURANCE COMPANY
Albany, N. Y.
ASSETS Dee. 31. 1922
teal Estate .............................. ...$ 265,000
Mortguge Loans .......................
30,000
878,780
Stocks and Bonds .....................
40,869
’a h In Office and Bank .......
Agents’ Balances .....................
52.104
7,076
nterest and Rents ...................

Admitted ............................ ...$1,272,133
LIABILITIES Ike. 31 . 1922
Vet Unpaid Losses ................... ...$ 22.555
nearned Premiums ............... ... 342,833
19,281
\I1 other Liabilities ...............
400,000
'ash Capital ............................
lurplus over all Liabilities ... ... 487,462

00
00
on
13
67
34

17
66
01
00
73

........$4,400,875
51. 1922
........$ 440.080
.... 1,372,396
........
55,653
........ 1,000,000
........ 1,532,745

38 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT

Telephone 136

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

Telephone,: Residence. 41-4: Office

149

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
—and—
X-RAY OPERATOR
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Telephone 123
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
COMPLEE
DRUG
AND SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS,
DE
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.

50

Attorney at Law

51
77 Special Attention to Probate Matters
67
375 MAIN STW ROCKLAND. ME.
70
93

86

EDWARD K. GOULD

Attorney at Law

58 COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN AT
33
41
00

51

THE EMPLOYERS’ FIRS INSURANCE CO .
Boston, Mass.

ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1922.
Bonds ......................................... $ 2,359,970
Cash in Ofllco and Bank
42,741
Kgents’ Balances ..
83472
'Merest and Runts
23,987
4 .Ml
All oilier Assets ..

Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
Osteopathic Physicians

L R. CAMPBELL •
00

Gross Assets ................. . . . .$1,112,829 08
Deduct items not admitted .. ............ 11.953 2*»
Admitted ............... v ...
LIABILITIES Dec.
Vet Cnpaiil Losses ...............
Cnearned Premiums ...........
VII oilier Liabilities ...........
■'ash Capita! ........................
Surplus over all Liabilities .

MAIN STREET
12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
Fulton Street. Tel. 391-1
Telephone 493-W

77 370 Main St.. Rockland, Me.

Total Liabilities and Surplus . .. .$1,272,133 17
It. I). t.VltPY. Agent.
4",S',1

OLD COLONY INSURANCE COMPANY
Boston, Massachusetts
ASSETS Dec. 31. 1921
Mortgage Loans ................... ....$ 16,000
blocks and Bonds ............... ......... :,903 139
ash in Office and Bank .... .... 170,477
Vgcnt.-C lla’ances ................. .... 280.041
Bills Receivable ................... ....
7.582
Interest and Rents ...............
29,327
Ali other Assets ................... ........
6,259

407
Hours. 9 to
Residence, 21
Office

04
17
Office: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
15
Ofllcs Hour,: I to 3 end 7 to 9 P. M
00
04 Retidtnc, until 9 A. M. and by Appointment

Total Liabilities and Surplus ... .$4,400,875 86
11. 0. (Jl’RDY, Agent
45S51

of dignified proportions and simple de
sign looks well on some plots and
slender shafts elaborately ornamented
appear lo belter advantage among olltei
surroundings.
Let us design for you.

BAR HARBOR LINE
Leave Rockland Tuesdays. Thursdays and
Haturdavs at 5 A. M. for Bar Harbor and waylandings, returning same day.
BLUEHILL LINE
Leave Rockland Tuesdays. Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 A. M.. for 'Bluehlll and waylandings, returning same day.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Portland-New York Freight Service
Direct freight service between Portland and
New York resumed from the New State Pier,
Portland. Me.
Through rates and direct track connections
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
roads.
F. 8. SHERMAN. Supt. Rockland Me.
R. S. SHERMAN, Agent, Rockland, Me.

Many wild shrubs mid plants which
46-tf
grow profuselj’ in the semi-desert pla
teau region of Mexico have been found
to contain valuable commercial prop
erties. This is especially true of the
wild gtistyule shrub from which crude
F. B. ADAMS, M. D.
rubber is extracted. It was about
Office hours: 8 to 9 A. M.
years ago (hat the discovery was made
I to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M. and
by a chemist tit Saltillo, Mexico, that
by appointment
(he despised guajule shrub could he
400 Main St. ROCKLAND. MAINE
made to yield crude rubber In paying
Telephone 160-W
45tf
quantities. Following litis discovery
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
the utilization of tlie desert shrub was
C. M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph. C.
started, and in the course of a few
Chiropractor
years became one of the important In
dustries of Mexico. During the year 400 MAIN STREET - - ROCKLAND
Graduate Palmer bchool of Chiropractic
immediately preceding tlie downfall
Office Hours:
it President I’orfirio Diaz crt.de rul>- Moncays. Wednesdays. Fridays. 10-12, 2-5, 7-8
Tuesdays, Thursdays. 13-12, 2-5
her from the giavule shrub to the
Saturdays 10-12
Tel. 886
value of $0(1,000,(MR) gold was exported
h v tweedie M. D."
from the Torreon consular district.

Gross Assets ..................... .. .$1,274,430 14
2,296 97
>educt Hems cot admitted ... ...

PJ

SCHEDULE—STEAMSHIP CAMDEN
SERVICE RESUMED

SPRING

Total Liabilities und Surplus . .. .$3,968,715 40
II. O. CURDY. Agent.
45S51

Folks who go up and down the land saying that “Cof
fee is injurious” certainly never drank dejicious

'

Eastern Standard Time

T
r
' rains Leave Rockland for
17.30a.m.. tl.10p.m.
I Augusta.AU.GOa.m.
Augu-

00
94
«2
71
20

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Lav
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephones—Office 468.

House 603-W

ARTHUR L. ORNE

Insurance

Successor to A. J. Erskine & Co.
Gross Assets ............................ $ 2,503,819 47 417’MAIN ST. - ■ ROCKLAND, ME.

Adndtted ............................ .. $ 2.505,819
LIABILITIES, DB< . 31. 1922
06.395
Net Unpaid Losses ............... . . $
283,767
Unearned Premiums ...........
26,963
AH other Liahl Hies ...........
1 .OUO.OOO
'ash Capital ........................
Surplus over ail Liabilities .
1.128,493

Total Liabilities and Surplus

47
21
7’.
00
00

49

.. $ 2.5IC..SI9 i;

ROBLBT WALKER. A|«nt, Warren, Me.

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
Wivh the Main** Music Comoenv

Those smalt ads In The CourierGazette are read by every body. That
is why they are so popular ami

effective.

Every-OtHer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 21, 1923
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THE TEN BOOK

CAMDEN

THOMASTON

____

i

_____

WANTED

In Everybody's Column

Service at the postofflce was reduced ^nv Subscriber of The CoUMiss Helen Studley lias entered the
ts in this ooh
iliance with |
~
0 tXCMd
employ of the Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.
three lines inserted once fot 25 ____ 3 times
the Federal economy edict. There was
rier-Gazette Can Have a
for 50 cents
Additional* fin
fines 5 cents each
The Fortnightly Club held its regu but one delivery and the wirulow was,
for me time, 1U cents 3 times. Hix words stake
Copy of This Great Health
a lice
lar meeting Friday night with Mrs. open only after the arrival Of mails.!
For April, May and June Delivery, in
The
street
generally
observed
the
day
,
Work.
Ellis Copeland.
25, 50, 100, 1000 Lots
<
Loot and Found
Miss Fannie Hahn and Miss Edith by closing.
—AT—
Louis hangman is one of the leading | A modest and perfectlv natural
•
Wilson have returned to Malden.
students at Colby being specially cited
FOUND—Pair of nose glasses. Apply at THE
These Chicks are bred from heavy layir.q trap nested stock. If you
Fred Hinckley, who has been em
COI RIEK-GAZKTTE OFFICE.
43-tf
by President Roberts in a group of,
k* w
ployed as bookkeeper at the Hotel honor students.
intend
buying
Chicks,
buy
the
best
from
reliable
shippers.
Chicks
I Maine to rejoice when any Maine proHamilton in Bermuda, is expected home
bred from inferior stock are worthless and costly. It is the heavy
A rare treat is in store for the danc- ' duct attracts the favorable attention
Wanted
today.
ing public Saturday evening when the > of the other States and Capada. When |
laying strains bred by experts that pay the dividends and the feed
The School Building Fund is steadily
Venetian Melody Boys will be at the this approval is followed by requests'
WANTED
—
■Machinist
at MVIMISTOX MFtl.
bills. Mr. C. W. Creamer of Winslow's Mills writes us that he
increasing, these names having been opera house. This orchestra has been ! to copy Maine methods the modest j
<’<>.. Rockland.
4fttf
added since the last report: Cyrus H.
bought
100
Gaby
Chicks
of
us
last
year
and
only
lost
one
and
he
WANTED—Herring Seine, 75 to 100 fathoms
playing in Rockland lately with marked pleasure which Maine feels is keener
Mank. Mrs. James B. Felt, Mr. and
long. 5 to 7 fut hoins deep, one inch luesh. H.
encloses his check for another hundred for immediate shipment.
success.
: than ever.
I) ( HIE. Rockldnd.
47*49
Mrs. J. Waller Strout. The total is
Leslie Marshall is driving an auto
Friends of the Maine Public Health
Wo have hundreds of these satisfied customers like Mr. Creamer.
FOR SALE
WANTED—Machinists and '»gas engine
now $14,162.05.
truck.
; Association are highly pleased with
pair men.
CAJ.................
CAMDEN
......................
ANCHOR
RCH'KLAND
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Farnham, who
ORDER TODAY. WRITE OR PHONE FOR PRICE LIST TO OUR
M( H. CO.. Camden. Me
48-50
W. W. Perry has sold his share of the nation-wide commendation which j
At MEGUNTICOOK LAKE
have been spending the winter in Bos
NEAREST BRANCH *
the Perry-Rokes tenement on Com-1 is being expressed on every hand in i
WANTED—House or apartment, .5 or 6 rooms,
ton and Portland, registered at the
centrally located, three adults. FRANK <'.
mercial street to E. E. Hokes.
j connection with the Association’s lat“MOUNT VERNON”
Knox House Thursday. They will open
NORTON Tel. 189-W.________________ 47*49
The Colby College Musical Clubs will 1 est publication “The Ten Book.’’ The
their home in Cushing this week
WANTED—To buy a Commandery Coat, Rlze
COTTAGE
be at the opera house Wednesday night book consists <of ten chapters on ten
Miss Cora Russell, who has been
37 or 38. Address “C;” Courier-Gazette 46-tf
under the auspices of the High School. different health subeels. The thought i
spending the past few months with
—A nmn to drive team; steady job
Wholesale and Retail Grain Dealers
behind each chapter is "Prevention."
A dance will follow the concert.
Also a Separate Cottage Lot forWANTED
the right man. J. D. PEASE, Hope;
Mrs. J. E. Walker, has returned to her
Capt. and Mrs. L. A. Farnsworth The central idea throughout is the j
______________________________
46-52
THOMASTON
ROCKLAND
CAMDEN
WALDOBORO
home on Main street for the summer.
For particulars consult—
have arrived home after having spent Maine Public Health Association's
WANTED—All round Cook. Write BOX A.
130
Phone
818
90
46
The dancing party at the Knox Hotel
the winter in Massachusetts.
motto. "Keep Well."
Port Clyde. Me._______ _____________ 46-48
Patriots' Day was one of the most de
iCOtl Rhode bland Red Chicks will be in display and for sale in our Thomas
GEORGE E. ALLEN
The manuscript for the book was,
An extensive job is planned in the
WANTED—Crovheters on infants' bootees and
lightful social events this winter. The
ton store windot on or about April 2 8th tor small lot buyers. ORDER TO
sacqnes.
Steady
work. Submit samples.
remodeling of the Camden National approved by the State Department of.
CAMDEN, MAINE
DAY.
'
lobby of the hotel was decorated in
S< HLESINGKK, 13 East 33rd St., New York.
Bank building. It will be entirely re Health and by the Maine Medical As
Th-47-S-tf
X
___________
the National colors; in the dining room
newed and the result will be a thor sociation's Committee on Public Rela
the table decorations were in red and
WANTED—Housekeeper or capable girl. No
tions. The cost ol printing was borne,
oughly modern home.
washing or ironing. MRS. CLARENCE BEV
each guest had a patriotic cap as a
Mt. Battie Lodge. I. O. O. F.. will by the Metropolitan Life Insurance
ERAGE, 7 Chestnut St. Tel. 243-W.
favor. Tiny flower baskets held nuts
FOR SALE
FRED K. CLARK
. iNEWS OF THE DIAMOND
______ _________ ._______
attend services at St. Thomas Episco Co. as a contribution to Maine's effort
and candy for the ladies, with smokes
New
29
foot
Cabin
Cruiser,
used
one
sea

WANTED—Maid for general housework In
to
become
"The
Healthiest
State.
”
pal church April 29.
for the men. The dinner was excel
son; guaranteed 12 knot speed; excoltent [family of three. MRS. G. M. SIMMONS. Ill
Fred K. Clark, who died Thursday : Is Hath slipping? Roller polo failed
Miss Isabelle Dougherty was given a Among -the Maine men and women
Talbot Ave. Tel. 34-M.
46-48
lent and the committee in charge feel
condition throughout; seating capacity for
because there was no place suit
surprise party and shower Monday who have co-operated in writing the night at his home on North Main :
very grateful to Mr. and Mrs. Leighton
WANTED
—
Woman
for
sewing
room.
FUI.(0
passengers.
A
bargain
if
taken
at
once.
street,
aged
G7
years,
had
been
in
failI
Ten Book are Dr. B. I,. Bryant of Ban
evening.
able for a rink, and now it is said that
LKR-IOHB DAVIS.
45if
for their assistance in making this
Reason for selling, going away. Apply to
At a special town meeting Thursday gor. Dr. Archer Jordan of Lewiston. ing health for some time, but his final
party the best yet.
WANTED Woman fur general housework In
LAFOREST MAKER. 13 Marine St., or C. E.
night held in the Engine hall it was Drs. Francis J. Welch and S. Judd illness was of brief duration, anil th*- j th're is not Iike,y to be much basebi>11
a country clot,. One who can assist with rook
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jfndrews, who
BICKNELL. Rockland. Me.
43-tf
(beyond what the High School plays.
voted to accept the new schedule of Beach of Portland. Dr. Forrest Tyson end came very suddenly.
ing. Wages $15 per week. Also second girl,
have been spending the winter in
Mr. Clark learned the carpenter’s kgp0rtjng Editor Oliver dubiously re
one willlug to assist in dining room. $lu per
street lighting, including all night ser of Augusta. Dr. E. 11. Risley of Water
Union, have returned to their home
week.
Write MKS
WILLIAM CLINTON,
ville. Walter D. Thurber of Augusta. trade with his father, the late Oliver . mnrk.w: -|f the Bath driving club fixes
vice and the new White Way.
Franklin, Mass., care Franklin Country Club.
here.
,
Clark
of
South
Thomaston.
He
was
in
.
lt
p
the
old
driving
jva-rk
and
has
some
Miss
Edith
Soule
of
Augusta.
Dr.
4J-51
Pianoforte Recital
Col. Milton French is able to be out
the employ ofthe \\. H. Glover Co. 2» | matinee races there will Tie some sport
WANTED—Housekeeper in family of three;
The pupils of Miss Myrtle Bean gave j George H. Coombs of Waldoboro and
after his recent serious illness.
years. Anexpert at hisvocation, and a j fOr those who enjoy horse races anyone who can go home nights preferred. Call
Miss Winifred Taylor of Bangor.
Mrs. Jennie Harvey Percival will hold a very pleasing recital in the Congre461-M between 9 and 4, or 876-W.
44-tf
"I like the simple, straightforward faithful workman, who won the high ^ay.”
610 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
the .children's dancing recital in Watts gational chapel April 13. The quality
esteem of his employers and associates. |
'
• * • *
WANTED—A cook.
Tel. 897 W.
MKS.
manner
in
which
the
facts
in
The
Ten
OHAS. H. BERRY. 81 Talbot Avenue.
41-tf
hall Wednesday. April 25, at 7.45; was such that pupils, parents and Book are presented. 1 can well im He was a member of Rockland Lodge,! Il’s going to be the greatest season
teacher
may
feel
happy
over
results
music by Marston's orchestra. There
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
agine thht this book will be widely I-. & A. M.. which will attend the J eVer in big league baseball. That much
and female.
Highest prices uaW.
JOHN 8.
will; be general dancing after the fancy achieved. Following is the program read and will do a great deal of good. funera: services Sunday afternoon at 2iwas assured in the opening game on
RANLETT.
Rockville. Me Tel 382-14. 15tf
which
was
given:
House Dresses, each.................. $1.00
dances.
o
clock.
Mr.
(
lark
is
survived
by
his
!
»'-ie
American
League
’
s
new
grounds
in
I shall always be interested in the
Porter
Roger Griswold and O. A. Cobb of Happy Days So Bright and Fair,
wile, one daughter. Mrs. Harold L. 1 Xew York Wednesday when 74.200 fans
Prints, 7 yards for .................. $1.00
Porter splendid work of your organization," Karl of Kao Paulo, Brazil, and one sis- were present. And they had the satisBoston were In town Thursday, sailing Sunshine Bright. Ruth Russell
writes Dr. Hugh 8. Cummings, Sur
Toweling, per yard ....... 10c and 12c
For Saie
for Gloucester. Mass., on the schooner Let Vs Sing a Merry Lay,
! faction of seeing Babe Ruth win the
Porter geon-General of the United States ter. Mrs. Harris D« e of Bangor.
We expect a nice line of Voiles in
Fair Spring Days.
Porter
Lloyd W. Berry later in the day.
FOR
SALE
—
In
Thomaston, Me., Ill-room
game
with
a
sensational
home
run.
Public Health Service.
Ruth Norton
house, lot 159 ft. sipiare. *7 apple trees. Good
soon, 38 in. wide, per yard .......22c
Thursday the Alumni defeated the S<4,g.
Porter
"I shall use The Ten Book to
STRAWBERRY GROWING FOR
chance for garden and hens. Great bargain. Tel
T. H. 8. 11 to 7 at baseball.
Barbara Emery
Men’s Hose, 2 pairs for .............. 25c
ephone 497-:; Rockland.
48-53
The base runner in running to first
PROFIT
Porter illustrate to my classes of physicians
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Stone have Walt 7.
FOR SALE—In Thomastoh, a ted-fooin
Men’s Felt Hats, your choice ....$1.00
jbase after hitting the ball may overJoyfulness,
Porter and nurses the beneficial way in which
the sympathy of the community in the
and barn. 4.8IHI ft. land. Apply on jrremlses.
Maralyn Hooper
E. E. Hitchings, Horticulturist, : run said base after touching it in passSpring Overcoats, your choice $5.00 GF.(MM
.E L<ING.______ |______________ 48*53
loss of their little daughter Kathryn, Good Moon. Thou Glidest Ger tly,
Porter lie presented to lay groups.” said Dr.
ling and return to that base without
Soldier
’
s
March,
Schumann
Orono.
Overalls
.......................
75c
and
$1.25
aged four years, whose death occurred
FDR SALE—One gasoline sawing machine,
| liability to be put out, provided he
Haven Emerson of the Columbia Uni
Helen Bennett
surry (Simmons make. Rockland), and smalt
Thursday after a brief illness. Funeral Romance,
Dishes ................................ 5c and up
Relnecke versity College of Physicians and Sur
makes no attempt to run to second
camp at Megunticook Lake. Apply to HER
EZthel Oliver
from the home Saturday afternoon at
An
ideal
site
for
strawberries
is
an
lvase.
The
runner
can
turn
either
to
BERT \V. KELLAR, Camden. Tel. 53-3.
Fishing
Tackle
at
Special
Prices
geons.
Little Ballade.
Burgmiiller
2 o'clock.
48-50
Health organizations in Washington. easterly, southeasterly or southerly his right or left, in fair or foul terri
Helen Jones
Mattresses
.......................
$1.00
and
up
The Sunday morning service at the Prelude, op. 5. No. 1.
Porter I Oregon. Kansas, So. Dakota, Utah and ph t. with sufficient slope to prevent tory, and in no way be liable to be put
FOR SALE—At a bargain. Bay Mare. 8 years
Furniture
of
All
Kinds
at
Doris Fitzgerald
old. weighing 900. Sound, clever and fearless,
Baptist church will lie observed as de
water standing or ice forming upon out if no attempt has been made to go
No. 4.
Porter Chicago have requested and been giver,
with 2.27 mark : extra good reader. DR. C. F.
Bargain Prices
nominational day. The pastor's sub Waltz, op. 5, Virginia
given permission to reprint the Ten Bo it. For convenience, it should be near to second. When a runner overruns
Davenport
FLENCH. 87 Summer Su Tel. 198-W. 48-tf
46-48
ject for this service will lie "The Value Chimes of Notre Dame. op. 14.
the
home
buildings.
The
soil
should
first
base,
makes
a
dash
for
second,
befor their home Stales’ and communi
FOR SALE—Two double wagons, one with
■ Stanley Walser ties.
of the Lord's Supper." At the close of
be
light,
garden
Ic.im.
with
plenty
of
lievfcs
be
cannot
make
it.
and
starts
to
Other States have asked perout body : Horse, weigh 1.450. 5 years old.
Ethel Jones
the service a sperial offering will be re Turkish Rondo, op.
humus
to
r«
tain
moisture
at
the
critj
return
to
first,
he
can
be
retired
if
either
single or double ; 1 Pralre State Im u36, No. 2,
R. Krentzlin | mission to reprint such, sections or the
300 egg; p*Buffalo Incubator, 240 egg;,
ceived for the denominational work,
Glanlni Arlco
I book as apply most directly to their cai period of max.mum growth and touched with the ball before getting Summer Cottages and Board bator,
2 Cypress Oil Brooders, 100 chick; 10 out
I
i
together with the mite boxes dis The Lonely Rose, op. 24, No. 3,
ripening of fruit. To prepare the land back. The moment the runner at
John D. Courtney j
n health problem
NOW *.s ihe time when »eopie are laying door brooders, cheap. Make offers. CHARLES
tributed some months ago. The Sun
I consider the Ten Book as one of all grass roots, especially witchgrass tempts to run to second he forfeits his summer vacation plans The Courier-Gazette L. FRE.\( II. Warren. R. F. D. 2. Box 119.
Winn Ifred Burkett
48-50
day school assembles at 11.50 a. m. At 'bant Poetlque. op. 33,
that owners of cottage property, to
Rudolf Friml •
best health pamphlets ever is- and clover, should be removed, andt exemption from liability to be put out. suggtsis
let or for sale, or accommodations for hoarders,
the evening service the pastor's sub The Clown’s Dance, op. 14, No.
weed
seeds
killed.
FOR SALE—One Herring Seine, 12.5 ft. long.
‘
sued,
’
’
said
Murray
Auerbach.
Secreannounce
tho
fa-T
under
this
heading,
where
It
♦
♦
♦
♦
Edith Hatch
ject will be "Under a Tree." A warm
22 ft. deep, new last year; 1 Pocket 40x50, 22
On obi ground previous fall plowing
will he read ail over New England
; tary of the Indiana Tuberculosis As
Margaret McAliley
ft. deep: 1 Motor Boat 25 ft. long, with Palmer
Daylight saving time this year will
up sing by the congregation will be Xocttirne. op. 37, No. I.
Chopin j sociation.
is .advised, the furrows being allowed
TO
LET
OR
FOR
SALE
—
Two
furnished
sum

engine 6 h. p.; 2 dories. All in first class conafreet a majority of the ball clubs in
supplemented by special musical num
Mildred Dean
‘It would be of immense value to to stand on edge, for frost action and the National, American and Inter mer cottages, 8 and 9 rooms at Owl’s Head. dion. For information write to R. V. D. No. 2.
Krentzlin J
bers by the church choir. Service of Tlie Gay Butterfly,
Maine,
prices
low.
B.
E.
HUSSEY,
30
Church
Fast Belfast. Me^ Box 7. Tel. Belfast 78-13.
Ruth Johnston
the public welfare if the information to kill insects. It should be given a national leagues. In New York City. St.. Everett, Maas.
48-50
44*69
prayer and praise Thursday evening at
•lonaise, op. 26, No. 1.
Chopin | In the Ten Book could be placed in good coating of barn manure free from
Chicago. Boston, Buffalo. Toronto. Cin
Brahms 1
7 o’clock.
The World Wide Guild Waltz, op. 39, No. 15,
FOR SALE—Horses, harnesses and carriages.
weed
seed.
—
every
home
in
America.
”
said
J.
W.
.Marion Marsh
H B GARDNER. New County Rd. Tel 314-11.
meeting will be postponed until May 4.
In spring preparation of the soil the cinnati and Jersey City and Newark,
Miscellaneous
Prelude, C sharp minor.
Rachmaninoff j Cloverdale. Secretary of the American
_________ 47*49
daylight time w»*U bedome •effeptivv
Frances Ingalls
plowing
shotyld
be
done
as
soon
as
the
NOTICE is hereby giver of the loss of Deposit
FOR SALE—8-room house, corner Linden
Sunday. April 29. In Pennsylvania day
Schumann i Farm Bureau Federation.
You’ll find it a profitable habit to Cradle Song.
Health organizations in 2S States land is suitable. Cultivate and har light laws are expected to be parsed. Book No. 183 of the Warren Branch of the and Scott streets. Bath and electric lights.
LeRoy I' . Campbell j
visit Davis' Garment Shop, corner 3aha Yaga. Capriccioso,
Trust Co., and the owner of said book NELSON SPRAGUE, 3 Linden St.
47*49
Kathryn Hooper
have
asked for copies of the Ten Book row well. No fertilizer is needed, if Ain which event the Reading. Pa., In Security
asks for duplicate in accordance with the pro
Main and Elm streets, Rockland, fot Waltz, op. 34. No. 1.
Chopin and
,
these directions h.'f.e been followed.
FDR SALE—Double tenement house on Lisle
such
national
health
agencies
as
visions
of
the
Slate
Law.
Signed
SECURITY
ternational
League
club
and
the
Pitts

Chopin
Ladies’ Suits, Coats, Wraps. Capes, Polonaise, op. 40. No. 1.
Procure plants from some reliable
St.. 6 rooms and toilet in each part, slated roof,
the American Society for the Control
Sylvia hangman
burgh and Philadelphia clubs of the TRUST CO , by G. Dudley Gould, Manager of newly painted. Enquire at 13 JUSUR ST-.
Dresses and Blouses. No trouble to
nurseryman, or from some friend who
Warren Branch. Dated Rockland, April 21,
of
Cancer,
the
American
Social
Hy

47M9
majors
would
be
affected.
Cleveland.
1923.
f8S 54
show goods.—adv.
desired. men
Ideal
You’ll find it a profitable habit to giene Association, the National Organ- iss growing the variety oesireo.
Detroit. Kt. Louis. Washington. Balti
FOR SALE—The following houses on BerHants
are
those
l
li;.
set
near
the
first
STRAWBERRY
AND
RASPBERRY
PLANTS
it Davis’ Garment Shop corner ization /Committee for the Prevention Pl
Semi for Catalogue. No other In the coun liawsky’s famous instalment plan :
T the previous lea son and reached more. Rochester and Syracuse will
ROCKPORT
House on 34 Crescent St., in good condition,
Main and Elm streets, Rockland, for j of Blindnes
the Woman’s Founda- of
try like it. Full of valuable Information, you
stick to standard time.
naturity
early.
»
m
will not throw H into the wastebasket. C. S. 6 rooms.
Ladies’ Suits
Coats, Wraps, Capes, Ition for Health, the Life Extension InStore and 2 tenements on 49 Tillson Ave.
The
following
varieties
are
grown
PRATT,
Athol.
Mass.
42-S-.5
’
Raymond Page is at home from Dresses and Blouses. No trouble to .titute, have not only volunteered
One 2-tenement house on 43 Jatnes St., with
AMERICAN BEAUTIES The demand for niv modern improvements. A good proposBlon for
Whltinwvllle, Mass., where he has been show goods.— adv.
I their strong commendation but have in Maine: Staminate or perfect, Bis
To
Let
mark,
Brandywine,
Glen
Mary,
MarAinerh
an
Beauty
Sweet
Peas
is
such
that
it
either
business or home. I. BERLIAWBKY,
employed.
written articles of praise for Maine’s
will be necessary to send In an early order for
47*49
hall. Ridgeway, -Senator Dunlap, Wil
TO LET -One of the best fnrnishud apart planting time; 20 cts. per oz. by mall. All Real Estate Agent. Tel 152-11
Mrs. R. A. Burns has l>een at home
contribution
in
health
work
for
publi

TENANT’S HARBOR
liam Belt; pistilate bearing variety, ments in Rockland. You will want it. It. I . kinds of New England seeds. C. L. MAOVNE,
FOR SALE—Baby carriage, with reversible
from Bates College for a few days.
cation in their organizafton bulletin.
48-tf
body. Inquire at 14 PINE STRBET. Rock
the Superb is j»4K>mmended for home COLLINS. 37o Main St. Tel. 77.
Thomaston, Me.
41-S-49
Mrs. Osman Young Is ill with rheu
Magazines of natiopaj circulation
land, or telephone 765-M.
46-48
Mrs. Abbie Clark has returned home
TO LET—Furnished rooms for light house
use. but not as a /commercial proposi$500
GETS
EQUIPPED
FARM.
FURNISHED
matic fyver.
FOR SALE—Overland 5
passenger Sedan.
keeping ; all modern improvements. ln»|iiire 12 HOUSE: COLLIE DOG. Good place to live.
from Baltimore, Md., where she spent such as the American City, the Sur
on.
Run
only
3,399
miles.
Reason
for
selling,
have
The’ Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church
ELM STREET.
47tf
vey, the Journal of Outdodr l^ife, HyM(»: i'urtnis Fanners all around, encettent mar
the winter.
We prefer the matted rdw system
bought another car. B. B. SMITH or GEO. M.
will hold their annual business meeting
giea. and others have voluntarily pre of planting. The rows should be four
TO LET—One furnished room, 10 PLEASANT kets ; handy K. K. town; 75 acres for variety SIMMONS.
46*48
products, 49 acres productive level tillage:
next Thursday afternoon at the church
ST. Tel. 854 W.
46-tf
pared special at tides telling of the ac
FIRE IN BUCKSPORT
eet apart and extend lengthwise of
spring-watered pasture, woodland: apples,
FOR SALE—The Ute Charles A. Benner
parlor. A full attendance is desired.
complishments of the Maine Public the plot, to afford the best facilities
TO. LET—Two room fiirfllshed apartment for pears, plums, cherries ; attractive 7-room house place corner of Knox and Hyler streets, Thom
Alvin Bowden has been in North Main School Building of East Maine Health Association.
with fireplace, 2 barns, pouter? iiouse. To oet- aston. Large 2 story house with shed and ga
A number of for cultivation. After the rows have light housekeeping. 14 BROAD STREFT.
46*48
tle immediately $1,6-59 gets it. horse, dog. fur rage connected. AH modern improvements—
Haven this week, where he was the
societies, mothers’
club3, een ^marked off the plants should be
Conference Seminary Entirely De- . medical
niture. implements, tools included, only $-590
TO LET—Two very convenient ropms for needed. Deialli page 3fi Illus. Catalog Bargains has fine cemented cellar. The buildings ate in
guest of his uncle. C. S. Staples.
I
granges
and
other
organizations
have
first class condition and this is one of the best
stroyed.
dropped in the rows, about 18 inches light liuusekcvpiiiu. Everything furnished. Tel.
—many states. Copy tree. Address me per residences in the town. L. W. BENNER. 2 No.
Thursday, May 3. is the date of the
asked for enough copies of the Ten ipart.
The person
setting them 411 W,____________________________ 4Ctf
sonally. E. A. STROUT. I’res.. STROVT FARM Main St.. Rockland.
46-48
Dollar Social and entertainment to be
Book
to
supply
a
copy
to
ea&h
mem

The chapel building of the East
should be right down on his hands
TO LET—Large office with steam heat. Apply AGENCY, 284IB. Water St.. Augusta. Me.
held at the Methodist vestry.
FOR SALE—12 horses. Must be sold nt once
48 It
Alain St. 42-tf
and knees. The setting had better be to \ F.Sl'ER A LEACH,
Maine Conference Seminary in Bucks ber.
as we are shifting over to our trucks. No rea
Services at the Baptist church Sun port was entirely destroyed by fire
“Let me congratulate you on the done during a cloudy day. If weather —TO* LET—Two furnished rooms for light
$600 GETS EQUIPPED FARM ON GOOD sonable offer refused. FI. H. STOVER A CO.
day at 10.30 a m. and 7 p. ni. The pas Friday morning.
The blaze is sup- mahe-up and the subje.■ct matter of conditions are favorable, at least 9 per housekeeping, with (tush closet, electric lights, ROAD; NEAR TOWN. Pleasant living condi Tel. 818.
46-48
city water, for man and wife, or two women. tions. excellent advantages, stores, convenient
tor will preach In the morning, subject posed to hgve caught from the electric tbe Ten Book. It is a valuable con- cent of the plants should live.
FOR SALE—Scotch Collie Puppy, 8 weeks
12 CAMDEN STREET. Tel. 632-W.
41-tf
church, creamery, cannery. 33 acres, fertile
"Drifting." At the evening service wiring and obtained a good start before tribution to the health literature of
Thorough cultivation should be prac
loamy tillage, spring watered pasture, woodtot; old. f’olor white; $10.09. Apply BEE HIVE
TO LET—Store In Camden excellent location. 35 fruit trees, grapes, berries; good painted CAFE, Limerock St.
there will be a stereopticon lecture on being discovered.
46-48
the day," writes Dwight E. Breed, ex ticed through the first season, so as
all fit'' 1 tor grocery or grocery and market. Tel cottage, handy water; basement barn, well in
Porto Rico.
FOR
SALE
—
I
SED
PIANOS
in
perfect
con
37-tf
The chapel was the main school ecutive olfieer of the Texas Public to keep all weeds down and a dust 238-11. S. H HASKELL.
yard, blacksmith shop, wood shed. Age forces dition, tuned and regulated by factory expert,
mulch to conserve moisture, so as to
building, being constructed of brick Health Association.
TO LET—In Vinal Block, Thomaston, store sale $1,909. horse cow. tools, vehicles in $39 up. Caah or terms. MAINE MUSIC CO.
"The ten points covered in the Ten secure stocky plants to develop fruit space first floor; 2 front offices, second floor, all cluded to settle immediately, only $699 heeded.
NORTH HAVEN
and four stories in height. The base
46-48
third floor, suitable for factory or lodge Don’t delay. ROY C. FISH. I. O. <). F. Bldg.,
ment contained the gymnasium, the Book are most vital to the average buds for the following season. If blos- of
Belfast. Me.
46-47 48
FOR SALE—Man's Crown bicycle, less than
rooms
Third
floor
formerly
occupied
by
K.
of
The Unity Guild met with Mr^ Les- second floor the assembly hall and the citizen.” says W. .1. Becker, manag soms appear rhe first season they P. and Is all fitted. Apply to II. II. STOVER or
Tel.
NOTICE—I am gaining slowly front my last 2 years old ; fine condition; Price $22.50.
41-tf
ERNEST C. DAVIS. Rockland.
38-tf
ter Stone Tuesday afternoon. ~rhere other floors were used for recitation ing director of the Illinois Tubercu should be removed.
sickness and will continue in the manufacture 789-W.
losis
Association.
"In
other
words
After
the
first
freeze
in
the
fall
a
of
and
sale
of
inv
T'NIVEItSAL
”
GUARAN

c4Adlti
will be another meeting of the Guild classes. The building also served as
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, notes
FOOD FLAVORS and EXTRACTS.' ('an he seen at Plye Garage.
PRANK A.
with Mrs. Stone Apri 24. All members the high school of the town. It was your pamphlet is a plain, every-day. mulch of straw should be applied for and musical instruments or anything that re TEED
Highest quality, non-alcoholic, none better WHEELER.
46*48
quires
a
dry,
clean
room.
Terms
reasonable
common-sense
health
educational
winter
protection.
This
should
be
re
are requested to be present as there i built about ten years ago at a cost of
made. Sold without fear In any quantity de
J R. Plye 221 Main St.. Rockland
45tf
FOR SALE—1 Bulck touring. 1 Hudson road
sired. They represent today as at the lieginmuch work to be accomplished.
approximately $40,000. The loss of the pamphlet written to help the common moved in the spring, but not until all
nltig quality and satisfaction. Manufactory at ster. 1 Dort touring. SEA VIEW GARAGE,
Mrs. Ernest Gillis is at Silsby Hos building and its contents is set at folk who inhabit every state in the danger of a freeze has passed. Rake
4«tf
IS STATE STREET
Manufactur'd and sold Rockland, Tel. 837-M.
Union. Congratulations."
off the straw and cultivate between
pital for treatment.
$50,000.
on their merits by CHARLES U. RUSS. Box
FOR SALE—1 Hub range, Chickerlng piano,
S9
long
as
the
present
edition
lasts,
the
rows
with
a
spike-tooth
cultivator
310. Rockland. AGENTS WANTED, either sex. extension bed, Stands and all other household
Francis Frye arrived Monday and
Com. 59-59.
47-49
art ides. I I), BASS. 26 U Park St.
46*48
will take charge of the golf course this NORTH HAVEN WEIR HEARING the Maine Public Health Association until the soil is light and mellow. Ap
offers
to
send
a
copy
of
the
book
with

ply
a
good
commercial
fertiliaer.
ReI
MAINE'S MARVELOUS MEDICINE— Ana
season.
,
FOR SALE—4^ foot Candy or Cigar Case, 3
leptic.
”
A
Stomachic
Tonic
and
Body
builder.
out
ciiarg,
—
exo
p:
for
a
stamp
to
dace the straw and add more if neces- i
drop doors in good condition. E. N. SYLVES
Mrs. Gertrude Snow and sons ar
For old and young. Of Druggists and Agents. TER.
April 4 the municipal officers of
23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
46**48
rived home Monday. Both boys un North Haven gave H. P. Stone per cover mailing cost—to any reader of sary.
RK HARDS CO-OPERATIVE CO.. INC. RockFOR SALE—Baby Carriage
reasonable
Ricking is an important feature in
port. Me.
4Ctf
derwent slight operations at Knox mission to erect and maintain a fish The Courier-Gazette. Sertd a 2-cent
price. Tel 154-11.
46-48
the profit or loss account. Most com- |
We Own and Offer:
stamp to the Augusta office.
Hospital last week.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
weir at or near Grindstone Ledge in
FOR SALE—Two second hand automobiles.
SALINA LIGHT, POWER &
the Rockland Hair Store. 336 Main St. Mali
mercial
growers employ crews of
Masons arrived the first of Ihe week Fox Island Thoroughfare. Appeal was
Inquire of R. I. THOMPSON, 439 Main
aln nt.
orders solicited HKI.FA' C RHODES 18tf
trained pickers. The 'ideal box should
GAS CO.
tnd work of plastering the church has filed by William Y. Peters,and Hannah
44tf
AUTO TRUCKING—And Furniture Moving.
contain berries of one variety, graded
begun.
P. Weld of Boston, asking that the li
1st
Mortgage
6
’
s
FOR
SALE
—
Splendid
family
house
or
for
Prices
reasonable.
S.
I
’
.
WADSWORTH.
56
as do size and ripeness. When boxes
Clarence Stone has moved from the cense be revoked. The Sea and Shore
business; 11 rooms Including bath room; mod
Grace St, Tel. 258-4._____________
65-tf
thus filled arrive at the packing house
ern
improvements;
in
good
condition.
Best
lo
\V. 8. Hopkins tenement to his bunga Fisheries Commission will give a hear
at 96 5-8 with interest
PAPER HANGING- And Inside Painting. For cation. Apply BOX 56. VINALHAVELN. ME.
hut little time is required to fill a
low for the summer months.
such work call 319-M. *C. C. JOHNSTON, 16 __________________________________ 44*49
ing at North Haven, April 30 at 2 p. m.
Yields
6
3-10%
The Reliable and Satisfactory
crate with uniform berries. In each
Pleasant St., City.
43*48
Earnings three and one-half times
FOR SALE—OR TO LET. 19ft acre farm In
•bipment
there should be several
interest.
Psychic
and
Spiritual
APRIL EDISON
AMBEROL
RECORDS— Lincolnville, one mile from the Center, fine lo
The Public School.
Legal for Maine Savings Banks
grades as to sizes, but each crate
35 cents each. Phonographs $39. $59. $75. I). cation overlooking Camden Harbor and Moun
E. WOTTON, 5 Knox St., Thomaston, Ale.
HENRY L. DOHERTY & CO.
should contain berries of uniform size.
The public school Is more than the
tains; 25 acres field under high state of culti
_____ ______________________ 43*48
vation : five acres plowed all ready to put in
The choice of size would then lie with
VERNON E. RAND
intellectual expression of democracy;
crop; plenty nf pasture; over 1,000 cards of
PORTLAND
PEOPLE
can
find
eacn
issue
of
Can be consulted every Tuesday and the customer.
82 Devonshire St., Boston
SL-’b
It la the hope, the strength, the beauty
The Courier-Gazette on sale at the CENTRAL wood and lumber enough to pay for the farm
Wednesday
from
10
A.
M.
to
8
P.
M
three times over: nice set of buildings iu good
NEWS
CO,
664
Congress
St.
This
will
con
of democracy; Its way, and truth,
venience many who want to get the paper reg repair: house, long ell and big barn and hen
29 PARK STREET
All the latest song hits
and life.—Dallas I.are Sharp In Har
house all connected; two good wells of pure
ularly
13-tf
the Sign
water. ('heap- terms easy. Potato planter,
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE. 799W
per's Magazine.
“
CHRONICLES
OF
KNOX
COUNTY.
”
a
verj
sprayer and digger and other farming tools if
NorQ-i National BahR1»«»tf
handy 196 page book compiled by R. B Pill-

BABY CHICKS

Young Lady Cashier

BERMAN’S

H. H. STOVER & CO.

C. T. BRAGG

Bargains in Every Line

Buy the Best Bonds

DONSON

SHEET MUSIC

MEDIUM

20 Cents

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS
Successor to A. F. Burton

Specials

15 Cents
V. F. Studley
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
1258-tt

GRANITE AND MARBLE
Main Street
THOMASTON, MAINE
10-tf

The Man Who
W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JEWELEIt
WALL PAPER

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES

THOMASTON, MAINE

Tu&S-tf
C

The Norwegian “Fisher
man Mark” of quality and
goodness that is on every
bottle of

Stott’s Emulsion

CEMETERY WORK

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

Look for the Mark!

Advertises

Wisely

Advertises Well

assures you health-building,
vitamine • bearing cod - liver
oil in its purest form,
pleasant to take,
readily assimilated
and transformed
into strength.
The “Fisherman
Mark” should be on every
bottle of emulsion you buy.
Scott & Bowtie, Bloomfield, N. J.

22-13

PICTURE FRAMING—I carry a nice line nf
Mouldings and can fill all orders promptly and
at reasonable prices. EDWIN H. AIAXCY, over
Payson's Store, at the Brook.

ESTABLISHED IN 1854
Solicits your (’heck Account.
Solicits your Savings Account on which we pay in
terest.
Solicits the rental of Safe Deposit Boxes.
Solicits the sale of Hohds and other securities.
All forms of hanking attended to.
**
Ail transactions stridtl.v ci.nfldential.

more, gives the
and a page or
towns and two
any address on
FILLMORE. 80

official history of the couotj
so is devoted to each of the
plantations Sent by mail to
receipt of 50c. Address R B
Main Street Thomaston.
142-U

Eggs and Chicks

“ RESOURCES OVER $1,700,000.00
ELMER K. BIRD, Pres.

, ARTHUR S. BAKER, Vice Pres.
EI>W. F. BERRY, Cashier.

LIMITED UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

MEMBER OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANK

Located at Foot of Limerock Street

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

FOR SALE—2 second-hand Upright Pianos;

3 Col itnbla Phonographs; 150 new 12-In. Co
lumbia records 75c. RTUDLEY’S FURNITURE
STORE. 293 Main Street. Rockland.
38 tf
FOR SALE—Auxiliary kaoc'kabout cruising
sloop 3Lxlftx3tt. new aails, rooniv cabin, fast
and seaworthy. C. D. FILLEBROWN, Stockton
S p r I tigs, Maine.______________________ 38*48
FOR SALE—(ypreas counters, shelves and
fixtures In the Vlnai store, Thomaston. Apply
to HERBERT II. STOVER or ERNEST C. DAVIS, Rockland._______________________ 36 tf
FOR SALE—Ford delivery with panel body;
J. A. JAMESON CO.,

good running condition.
Rockland. Tel. 17.

JOSHUA N. SOUTHARD, Asst Cashier.

DIREf TORS—Elmer S. Bird, Calvin I. Burrows. Geo. H. Hart, Ensign
Oti . Arthur S. Baker, Herbert H. Stover, (’has. T. Smalley, William S. Hop
kins. Fred S. Bliodcs, Arthur B. Packard, Ernest (’. Davis. Fernando F.
Mor. e.

desired. S. B. HASKELL, Camden. Telephone
238-11,________________________ 43-tf

17-tf

NOTICE OF HEARING

HATCHING EGGS—White Leghorn. S. C. R.
I. Reds ami Barred Rocks. 75c per setting.
OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Brick House. Middh str • I fill}. T l. -*;s-w _____
1st,
EGGS FOR HATCHING—Barred R.». k ;. Haw
kins and Thompson strain ; S. C. Reds. Thomp
kins and Owen strain ; bred by W. A. SHIBLES,
Reach Street, Rockport, Me.
43*48
EGGS FOR HATCHING—Pedigreed Thomp
kins S. (’. R. I. Red cockerel, son of high egg
record hen, mated with thorouglrbred females,
good color and layers, $1.50 per 15. V. P.
HALL. Tel. 515.
41-tf
FOR SALE—Incubator, 150 egg, Old Trusty;
Bangor Buggy nearly new ; Express Wagon ;
Davis Swing Churn. Also pasture to let. W. L.
MERRIAM, Union, Me. Tel. 8-5.
46 48

Rockland, Me.. April, 1923
Whereas, the Municipal Officers of the Town
of North Haven. Me., on the fourth day of
April. 1923. Issued to H. 1*. Stone of North
Haven a license to erect and maintain a flsli
weir at or near Criehaven Ledge in E'ox Island
Thoroughfare, and
Whereas, an appeal has been duly filed with
this Commission by William Y. Peters and
Hannah P. Weld, both of Boston. Mass., ask
ing that said license be revoked, aud that a..
hearing be ordered thereon ; it is hereby
•Ordered, that public notice lie given to alt
persons interested h.v causing tills notice to he
printed in The Courier-Gazette a newspaper
printed in Rockland, Maine, not less thau three
days before the 30th of April, 1923, upon which
da.\ a hearing on the above mentioned matter
will he held near the premises at North Raven
ai 2 o’clock in the afternoon.
Sea & Shore Fisheries Commission,

By H. D. Crie, Director.

Everjf-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 21, 1923.
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In Social Circles EZ^STRANDTIieatre
In addition to personal notea recording derturea and arrivals, tha department especially
sires Information of social happenings, par
ties. musicals, etc.
Notea sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.

a

TELEPHONE ..............................................

TODAY

»

NEVA .GERBER
“A YANKEE GO-GETTER”

Mrs H. L. Lougee of Salem, Mass.,
has been the guest of her mother, Mrs.
Oliver otis, the past week.

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Comedy—FAINT HEARTS

APPEARANCE

CAMDEN

AT

WALDOBORO. MONDAY NIGHT

OPERA HOUSE

SPECIAL CAR FOR

CAMDEN

ROCKLAND AFTER DANCE

NAMING THE WATCHES

NEWS REEL

Correspondent Give Designation of
Division of Time On Shipboard.

Coming April 25-26-“THE NINETY AND NINE”
Coming May 9-10—"THE CHRISTIAN”

Jerome Burrows has been sitending
wear with a light crepe or linen dress.
the week in Portland.
The brilliant-colored printed linen used
Mrs. Frank Lyddie has returned from as lining of white rabbit coats, or again
in moleskin coats, are very effective
a visit at Swan’s Island.
and feature a distinctly new note.—
Miss Lucy Ball has gone to Boston Special from Paris Office of tlie Dry
Goods Economist.
for a week’s visit.

Mrs. C. H. Leach of West Pownal
has been the guest of her mother, Mrs.
Lizzie Williamson the past 10 days.
Dr. Leach who is assistant physician
at the State Institution at Pownal, will
join Mrs. Leach today, and they will go
C. U. Russ, Ihe well known merry- to Tenant’s Harbor ter visit their home
go-round proprietor and essence deal for a few days, both returning to
er, suffered an ill turn recently, and his Pownal Monday.
condition is such as to give consider
Opportunity Class of (he First Bap
able concern.
—
tist Church met at the home of Mrs.
The Rubinstein* program at Mrs. Alice Kaler, Pleasant street. Wednes
Berry’s yesterday included thees num day evening, to tack a quilt for Madame
Browne.
Light refreshments were
bers:
served during the evening. Music on
“Arabian Paacr'' from "Peer Cynt” Kultc
the Victrola and piano was enjoyed.
,
firieg
Mrs."Freeland Burrell and Miss Susie
Ludwig, who have been the guests of
their aunt, Mrs. Susan Smith, Broad
street, have returned to their homes in
Winchester, Mass.

Dr. and Mrs. Walter M. Spear, who
have been on a South American cruise
with the Clinical Congress of the
American College of Surgeons, are ex
pected home on the afternoon train to
day.

■Miss Smith

Mrs. B. C. Payson of Granite street,
who underwent an operation at Knox
Hospital for throat trouble Wednes
day, is convalescing.

LAST

From the Zane Grey novel
The thrill and the romance of the West painted on the screen.

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen H. Cables, Jr.,
and daughter Barbara, have gone to
■housekeeping In Dr. Bartlett’s tene
ment, 41 Limerock street. Their tele
phone call ts 519-12.

Alden Tl.a.-er Kimball is home fr-m
Brookline, Mass, on a week's vaca
tion visit with his father. S. T. Kim
ball.

TONIGHT=CAMDEN=TBNIGHT
The Venetian
Melody Boys

“RIDERS OF THE DAWN”

♦

Mr. and Mrs A. T. Thurston have re
turned from a visit with Mrs. Thurs
ton’s sister in Philadelphia.

The annual meeting followed, with
report of treasurers,301! election of
these officers: President, Mrs. Cop
ping; vice president. Mrs. Bicknell;
necretary, Mrs. Nutt; treasurer, Mrs.
Stevens; director, Mt's. Berry; ac
companist. Mrs.
Averill;
executive
board, Mrs. Bird, Miss Holbrook. Mrs.
Cushing. Mrs. Joyce, Miss Ruggles.
Miss Knowlton; picnic committee, Mrs.
Marston. Mrs. Belle Foster, Mrs.
Veazie, Mrs. Lawrence, Mrs. Lachance,
Mrs. Wiggin.

UVt VJPTHOUt RAH-ROAOS.
AUTOS; ’TtVCPHOUES EK

Walter Waterman of North Haven
who is a patient at Knox Hospital,
later will undergo a slight operation.

"The Sweet o' the Year
Halter
Soprana Mrs. Nutt
Accompanists Miss Lamb, Mrs. Averill

VJIYHOUT SUGSCRS»IMG 50 THIS '
MPWSPAPER'. AF£U£R.KIU

JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager—PHONE 892.

If you met the girl you loved—the girl you were to marry a’day
later—prowling in your room at midnight with a revolver in her
hand. Just what do you think you would do? That is what hap
pened to Barry West in this strange, swift-moving melodrama.

(piano) Mrs. Strong, Miss Lamb
"The Mnming Wind’’
Bransconibe
Soprano. Mrs. Veaaic
“Two Skylarks.”
Lcsrhetizk)
piano, Miss Holbrook
My Lovely Rose
('adman
In a garden
Vadman
Contralto Mrs. Marston
"Birds at Dawn”
Dillon

/SUftE'. TOO Kltt Git ALOUG

Home Of tlie Organ With tlie Human Voices

Tit

Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Loach are spend
ing a few days in Boston. Miss l!orothy beach left this morning for that
city to continue her studies at Bryant
& Stratton’s business college.

----

MICKIE SAYS—

April 20 was a red letter day on the
alendar for Mrs. N. R. Alien, for it
was marked by a cleverly arranged and
entirely succesful surprise birthday
party planned by the Fortnightly Club,
with Mrs. A. R. Havener and Miss
Fronie Johnson as hostesses.
The
guests arrived in a jolly group and
overwhelmed the completely surprised
Mrs. Allen with gifts and good wishes.
A buffet lunch of the super quality be
fitting the happy occasion was served
and a feature was the handsome birth
day cake garnished with pink roses.
Auction followed, prizes being won by
Mrs. George T. Wade. Mrs. Mida Pack
ard. Mrs. Orel E. Davis and Mrs. Al
bert R. Havener. When the guests
departed the beautiful home was not
empty but tilted to overflowing with
flowers; roses, pinks. Jonquils, lilies,
potted plants and over all the gentle
breath of a truly extraordinary love
and affection.

Miss Alena Young, who has been vis
iting in Brookline and Southboro,
Mass., the past three weeks, has re

turned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Gross are
spending the weekend at Stonington.
Miss Alice McNamara ts home from
Boston on a short vacation.

Mr. and Mrs. L Aeel Trueworthy of
Bath are spending the weekend with
relatives in this city.

SOME GREAT COWS

Rockland Boy In Charge of
Herd That Has Wonderful
Butter Producers.
Howe W. Hall, the Rockland boy in
charge of the Atco Farms at Milo,
owned by the America a Thread Co.,
and which specializes in pure-bred
IIolstein-Friesian cattle, sends to The
Courier-Gazette the following interest
ing information;
"At present we have 41 registered
Holsteins and those of milking age are
officially tested for milk and butter for
7 and 305 days, or one year. The cow,
Priscilla Shepard, has recently com
pleted a yearly record of 1024.18 pounds
of butter from 22.215.5 pounds of milk,
which is the second highest Holstein
record in the State and only 11 pounds
under the State champion. She has
a seven day record of 30.33 pounds of
butter.
"Pine View Valdessa Seges Balsam
and Pine View Valdessa Segis, twin
daughters of our herd sire, have broken
the world’s record for twin two-yearolds, the first producing 23.75 pounds
of hulter from 489.6 pounds of milk,
and the other one 24 pounds of butter
from 412.2 pounds nf milk. A threeyear-old daughter of our herd sire pro
duced 29.5 pounds of butter from 615.1
pounds of millt, host day’s milk record
in the four-year-old class of the 305
day division, and the entire herd aver
age over 13.000 pounds of milk the past
year.”
Bath Times:—“Tne funeral of Fred
J. Rollins, well known moulder and
photographer who died Monday from
a brief illness of pneumonia was held
Wednesday afternoon at his home, 481
Washington street. Rev. Elwyn O.
Taylor of Corliss
street
Baptist
church officiated. The body was taken
to Noblefioro Thursday morning for
burial in the family lot.” Mr. Rollins
was a former resident of Warren, and
leaves a son Clarence, ill this city.

YOU BURN
YOU BEAT
THAT’S US

BONUS APPLICATIONS

Last Session of Legislature Extends
Time For Making Them To Jan. 1,
1924.
The 81st Legislature of the State of
Maine amended Chapter 264, Public
Laws of 1919, as amended by' Chap
ter 100, Public Laws of 1921, so as to
extend the time limit for making ap
plication for the Soldiers’ Bonus to
Jan. 1. 1924.
Following is the Act as amended
by Chapter 55, Public Laws of 1923:
"See. 3. (As amended March 16, 1923).
Applications for such bonus shall he
bled with the Adjutant General, on
forms provided by him. before the first
day of January, nineteen hundred
twenty-four. Such application shall
slate facts sufficient to establish the
status of such applicant as soldier as
defined herein, and shall be duly veri
fied.”
Army and Navy men and all exservice men who were residents of the
State of Maine at time of enlistment,
and who have not made application
for or received the Bonus, may make
written request for application blanks.
All correspondence for blanks should
be addressed to the Adjutant General.
State House, Augusta, Me.

Bring them to us and let us
put them in proper condi
tion for use in the season

IT?
IT?

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO. *

about to open.

MR. SERVICE
...
MR. COURTESY
Teelphone 889—Winter Street

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
45-tf

Mrs. Guy S. Lord has returned from
Portland, where she has been visiting
her husband for a few days.

Mrs. D. J. Thurston has returned
home after spending the winter with
her daughter, Mrs. Raymond Staples
of Westfield, Mass.
Mrs. Lloyd fe. Clark and son Lloyd,
who have been spending the past five
months in Daytona, Fla., arrived home
Thursday.

Matinee, 2:00 P. M.
Evening, 6:45, 8:30
PRESENTING PHOTOPLAYS WORTH WHILE
TODAY

BUCK JONES in “A FOOTLIGHT RANGER”

LEE

KIDDIES—Comedy

MONDAY

TUESDAY

GEORGE ARLISS

MARION DAVIES

The Distinguished Star of Stage
and Screen

In a Drama of Romance and
Laughter

“MAN WHO PLAYED
GOD”

“ADAM AND EVE”

Directed by the man who made
A Photoplay Masterpiece
“When Knighthood Was in Flower”
COMEDY
NEWS
COMEDY
NEWS
Matinee 10c, 17c. Evening 17c, 22c
Matinee 10c, 17c. Evening 17c, 22c
Children 10c

FOR SALE
This beautiful cottage, situated
at tho entrance of Penobscot Bay
All modern conveniences; 29 acres
of land; 2000 feet of shore front.
One of the most picturesque spots
on the Maine Coast. For particu
lars, address

PHIL T. WARE
SPRUCE HEAD, MAINE
43T-S-tf

FOR SALE
at OWL’S HEAD. ME.
CASTLE COMFORT COTTAGE
AND GARAGE
The finest piece of Summer Pro
perty
on
the
Maine
Coast.
Throughly overhauled and painted
last season—not a rotten piece of
lumber in it.
Included with the buildings Is
the strip of land extending to the
shores, insuring an unobstructed
view of ocean and Islands.

THOSE LONG COVE CUTTERS
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I can supply the following names for
the granite cutters in the group pic
ture printed in your issue of April 12:
17—Bartie Smalley.
22—Lyon Greno.
32—Charles Slingsby.
------Everett Mitchell.
Your truly
Fred C. Smith.
Boston April 18.
• * • •
iThe Courier-Gazette regrets that
the condition of the old photograph did
not permit the making of a cut of clear
outline. Many of the faces as they ap
peared in print are undecipherable and
we do not wonder that the list of
names fails to he entirely filled out.—
Ed.]

Feature

Matinee, 10c, 17c.
Evening, 17c, 22c
Children always 10c

Edwin D. Day and William Rodney
Smith have been granted admission to
• « ♦ *
the Sailors’ Snug Harbor at Staten Is
[A number of correspondents replied
land, N. Y’„ and leave for their new to The Courier-Gazette’s inquiry, hut
went no further than to explain the
home next Wednesday.
system of bells, by which the periods of
the watches are defined. What our
correspondent wanted was the names
by which the several watches are des
ignated and these Mr. Brown supplies.
Capt. Edward A. Butler of Reck'and,
HOW ABOUT YOUR
an old-time master mariner, states
that in his deep-water days the watch
from 12.00 midnight to 4.00 a. ni. was
called the "middle watch.”—Ed.]

GOLF CLUBS?

ASBESTOS CEMENT STEEL
CAN
CAN

CHAPtff
iSUhwc

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The picture in your April 12 issue,
depicting Long Cove looked very fa
miliar to me.
Many times in my
youthful days 1 have sailed with
George Reed around Clark’s Island
and up in the Cove. But the faces of
the “paving sculptors” as printed are
so indistinct that I am unable to rec
ognize any of them, although I knew
some of the men mentioned, especially
John ami Eli Smalley.
ToucJiin’ on and appertainin' to your
request for an explanation of ship’s
bells and watches 1 offtr tlie follow
ing;
When Ihe altitude of the sun is
taken, at noon, the captain makes 8bells (12 o'clock). The man at tlie
wheel gives eight strokes on n bell, it
is repeated on the large bell on the top
gallant-forecastle, and the "after
noon watch" goes on duty. Twelvethirty is 1-hell, 1.00 o’clock 2-bells. 1.20
o’clock 3-heils and so on to 4.00 o'clock,
which is 8-hells again. From 4.00 p.
m. till 6.00 p. m„ and G.00 to 8.00, are
called first and second “dogwatches,"
and the watches are changed at that
time. From 8.00 to 12.00 midnight is
the "first night watch.” From 12.00 to
4.00 a. m. is the “late night watch;”
4.00 a. m. to 8.00 a. m. is "morning
watch;" and 8.00 o’clock to noon, is
forenoon watch."
The bells are struck every half hour,
when at sea or at anchor. Many ves
sels also have bells struck when lying
at the wharf. A short lanyard is at
tached to the clapper of the bell which
being pu’.Ied gives as many strokes as
the time calls for. Ail the watches are
changed at eacli 8-hells.
I believe that in modern steamship
service the watches are arranged dif
ferently, especially in the engineer's
department.
M. M. Brown.
Camden, March 18.

WHERE THE BRIGHT STARS TWINKLE !

J W HATCH
197 BROADWAY. ROCKLAND, MAINE

LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
Let us have your order early and have the mower all
ready when you want it.

We call for

them apd deliver.

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
48S54

APPERSON

(TTTl
f

Capt and Mrs. L. E. Foss are week
end guests of thair daughter, Mrs.
Charles G. Hewett in Meriden, Conn
Margaret Cheyne, who has been very
ill at her home rin Lisle street, is again
able to be out, and will resume her
duties as clerk at F. W. Wiyolworth's
soon.

BIRD’S ROOFS

BUILT ON KNOWLEDGE

Established 1893
The friends of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
W. Hall are much pleased to learn that
their little daughter, Frances Adelaide,
who has been very ill fi;om pneumonia
at her home on Cedar street, is suffi
ciently recovered as to be up around
the house. Dr. Armstrong attended her
during her illness.
The Patchwork Club of Edwin Libby
Relief Corps met last evening with
Mrs. R. IL Thorndike, Claremont
street.
,

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Barnard are
in Boston on a week’s visit, in the
course of which they will attend a
bench show.

A lobster supper and Marston’s mu
sic will be among the attractions at
the last ladies night of the season at
the Elks Home next Thursday night.
A. V. Sawyer is convalescing from a
serious attack of measles.
A very marked use of black and
white—white trimmed with black—is
to be noted at French resorts. This Is
particularly Interesting as applied to
sport costumes, several of the bestlooking dresses of this type being in
white trimmed with a touch of black—
a black patent leather licit, or Again
white buttons with a black rim. Oc
casionally a band of black embroidery
would be noted, applied from the
shoulder to the bottom of the skirt
simulating a Russian blouse effect. In
all cases, however, when a black trim
ming was employed it was discreetly
handled, and when used in embroidery
the design always was carried out in a
delicate shadow effect. Another feat
ure to be noted Is the great prominence
of printed linens. These are used for
short coats, vests, bodice of dresses
with plain white crepe or linen skirts
for sport hats, for parasols and also for
linings of fur coats. Tills use of
printed linen as lining for a summer
coat in pelt Is suggestive, since It at
once makes the fur coat a distinctly
eununep accessory suitable only lor|

HANDLES WITHOUT EFFORT
Apperson is the first to free the driver’s compart
ment of both gear-shift and emergency brake levers.
The new Apperson is practically effortless in its
control.

The Apperson pre-selecting mechanical gear-shift is
controlled by a finger touch without taking the hand
from the wheel. On your first drive the ease of steer
ing and handling will cauae such wonder as to
almost obscure the car’s many other excellencies.
This Apperson car is the thirty-year consummation
of intensive engineering and precise manufacture.

To buy without inspecting Apperson would
be a needless mistake

Apperson
Motor Cars

A. C. JONES

That Roof has Paid Dividends

for more than 20 Years

L. A. THURSTON
468 Old County Road. Tel. 35-5
ROCKLAND, MAINE 45SM8

AWNINGS
The time has come for

Prices, delivered in Rockland: Eights, 5 Pass. Touring, $3000.
7 Pass. Touring, $3150. 5 Pass. Sedan, $4000. 7 Pass. Sedan,
$4150. Six, $1685.
All models completely equipped

Talbot Avenue.

Bowlens Power Hoc and Lawn Mower.
Does four times the work with onehalf the effort.
Air Cooled Motor with perfect speed
control. Mows your lawn in one-fnurth
the time of hand mower, with little
effort.
Cultivates one to three rows, doing
an aero in less than one and one-half
hours.
Clears plants 14 to 20 inches high.
Differential drive enables to “turn
about face."
Snap hitches enables changing from
cultivator to mower in moment.
Costs very little for gas and oil.
Belt comes with all machines so it
can be put to many uses about the
place.
Child can operate machine with ease.
For circulars and prico list, address

Awnings. If you arc in need
of them, give me a call.
Telephone 660-J or 45-1.

Mere is a customer 100% satisfied.

When he needs roofing for another bam, farm
building, or garage, do you think he will “shop"
around ?
He ulill not!

He'll come to us and get Paroid. Why? Measured
by the yardstick of Years-of-Scrvicc—the only true
test — it is cheapest in the long run.

Come in and we will unroll a long stretch of Paroid
lor you to sec its light-gray surface and feel its
thickness, pliability, and firmness-

GEO. W. MUGRIDGE’S

Rockland, Me.

SAIL LOFT, SNOW’S WHARF
43-tf

BIRD

A SON, inc. (EoaUuked 1795) Ea«t Wdpofe. Mua

W.

H.

GLOVER COMPANY
Rockland,

Maine
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PREFERS TITLE OF CAPTAIN

Roots

Barks

Herbs

Berries

I Every-Other-Day

Insurance in all its Branches

(Continued from Page One)
—--------------------------------------------------

fessed that the situation had him Such as physicians prescribe for ail
stumped, but he summoned an under ments of the blood, stomach, liver
vas carried in those days of African ' official who had been in the Treasury and kidneys are combined in Hood s
trade. “We had missionaries in the department 30 years and had absolute j Sarsaparilla,—
familiarity with its workings. This of- J
cabin, and rum and tobacco in the,
Mandrake
Sarsaparilla
hold," says Capt. Hurlqy. Everybody i ficial. a Mr. French, furnished the key
Yellow Dock Dandelion
to
the
puzzle,
stating
that
the
governj
knew it, for it was the custom of that I
Stillingia
Uva Ursi
period.
The cargoes also included rnent could issue a letter of marque. '
Pipsissewa
Blue Flag
which
would
give
Capt.
Hurley
aui
juniper Berries,
clothing, jewelry, and a heterogeneous
Guaiac
thority
to
hoist
the
American
flag
on
I
Wild Cherry
collection of other materials such as {
Gentian
could be found only in a general store. the Grace Kelley, and proceed to a! and other excellent tonics, thus mak
foreign
port,
but
which
did
not
give
,
These cargoes were shipped from Bos- j
him the power to engage in coastwise ' ing one of the most successful of all
ton and New York, and were traded in j
medicines. Get only Hood’s.
“darkest Africa,” for ivory.
hides, trade in American waters.
IMPERJAL ASSURANCE COMPANY
THE AETNA CASUALTY 4. SURETY
The
fetter
of
marque
was
finally
isi
COMPANY
palm oil, gum, and other commodities.
New York
shrunk, but to take the place of many
sued
with
the
signatures
of
President
j
Hartford. Conn.
The watches were valued at about $36
ASSETS Dec. 31 1922
departed veterans thtre had come other
Rutherford
B.
Hayes,
and
Secretary
of
.
ASSETS,
Dee. 31, 1922
a dozen. The invoice for one cargo car
Stocks and Bonds ............. ...$2,211,124 25
men—men who had avenged the Maine,
Mortg M91 Loaus ....................... ...$2,741,617 75
77.031 33
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank
...
ried by Capt. Hurley amounted to $80.- State William N. Evarts.
Co;
a'ert.l
Lo.ins
.......................
... 215,215 05
The document is included in the I aid men who had fought the great bat
Agents’ Da'anccs ............... ... 203.238 15
Stocks and Bor.di ................... .. . 10,103,180 00
«00. The average voyage occupied
tle for democracy. Ore of Capt. Hur
30.979 76
Interest and Rents ...........
records
of
the
Rockland
custom
house
1
Cash
in
Office
and
Bunk
.........
... 997,162 32
about a year, and was not considered a
1.327 29
All other Assets .................
ley’s first nets was to segregate the
AgerHs’ Balances ..................... ... 1.886.929 82
success unless the fruits of the trad md a fac simile is published herewith, j veterans into grades, according to their
Bills lltceivable .......................
42.326 33
..$2,583,700
78
Gross
Assets
.............
Interest and KcnfR ................... ... 213.253 82
• • • •
ing were at least double the value of
7.89« 12
Deduct items not admitted
The Grace Kelley was lost on the i condition and circumstances. He found
All other Assets ....................... .... 116.353 05
the cargo which was taken to Africa.
the plant greatly in not’d of renovating
........ $2,575,801 06
Admitted
On one trip when he was bound from African Gold Coast, with the mate in end this work was carried on as rap
Gross Assets ................... ...$16,616,038 14
76.738 36
LIABILITIES Dee. 31. 1922
Deduct items not admitted ....
Cadiz to Boston. Capt. Hurley ran into charge. Capt. Hurley, who was 400! idly as possible. It costs approximate
Net Unpaid Losses ........... . ............ $ 101,583 00
a “white squall” off Bermuda, and the miles down the coast at the time, in ly $400,000 a year to maintain the
...$16,539,299
78
Admitted
...........................
.
.............
896,043
39
Unearned Premiums ....
spars were whipped out of his vessel in the ship Gilbert, sard farewell to the Togus Home, and as governor Capt
46.500 00
All other Liabilities .... .............
LIABILITIES. Dec. 31, 1922
the twinkling of an -eye. When the sea, and about 1883 came back to Hurley found himself accountable for
Cash Capital .................................. 500.000 oo
Net Unpaid Losses ................. ....$3,506,097 27
Surplus over all Liabilities ........ 1,031,675 27
1 nenrned Pr» inimns ............. . . . . 6,365.652 67
gale struck there was not a cloud to Rockland, where he engaged in the every penny of the expenditure. He
All other Liabilities ................ .... 1.249,921*4 3
■be seen, and Capt. Hurley’s craft, as inre business with Samuel Pillsbury. made very few changes among the of
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus.
..
.$2,575,801
66
Ua.jh
Capital ........................... . ... 2.000.000 oo
■well as several other vessels, were Their plant comprised a wharf privi ficials. "I tried to keep the department
Sufphis over all Liabilities .. .... 3.607,478 70
lege.
several
limcrock
quarries,
three
,
caught wholly unprepared. The hur
clear of politics." Capt. Hurley told the
ROYAL EXCHANGE ASSURANCE
Total Liabilities and Surplus . ...$16,539,299 78
ricane lasted about 10 or 15 minutes, old fashioned kilns and a modern kiln.1 reporter, “a id so far as I could pre
London, England
THE AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COMPANY
<and closed as suddenly as it had begun. The firm style was Samuel Pillsbury' vent It political discussions were not
ASSETS, Dee. 31. 1922
OF HARTFORD. CONN.
Picking up some of the wreckage Capt & Co. until the death of the senior | permitted. When it came election time
Mortgage Loans .............................$ 200,006 00
650 Main Street. Hartford, Conncticut.
Stocks and Bonds ......................... 4,578,950 92
Hurley rigged a jury mast and finally member, when the concern became the I told the veterans to go home and vote
ASSETS. Dec. Il, 1922
Every
insurance
need
cared
Cash in Office and Bank .............
206,543 49
worked his way into Norfolk, declining Rockland Lime Co. The days of the i as they darned please.
Mortgage Loans ..................... . ...$ 505,600 00
Agents’ Balances ............................ ■<’585,323 20
independent
manufacturers
were
rayi
Collateral
Loans
. .1............ . ... 472.100 90
the proffers of several steamship cap
Interest and Rents .........................
57,469 17
During Capt. Hurley's administration
and Bonds .................. . ... 5,719.675 54
All other Assets .............................
30,210 28 for in companies of recognized St(N-ks
tains, whose terms smacked too much idly narrowing, however, and with the | there were approximately 2400 deaths
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank ....... . ... 1.868,641 47
of profiteering. The voyage occupied formation of the lime syndicate, now • at the Home. He looks for the mem
Agents’ Balances ................. . ... 3,151.525 6‘»
.$5,658,497 06
Gross Assets' ...............
known
as
the
Rockland
&
Rockport
5.676 12
Bills Receivable .....................
60 days, and was the longest Capt.
195.391 $7 standing
Deduct items not admitted
bership to increase from now oh, how
88.961 21
Interest and Kents .................
Hurley ever made. He succored nu Lime Corporation, Capt. Hurley re- j ever. owing to the accessions which
All other Assets ...................... ........... 634.475 34
Admitted .................................$5,463,105 09
merous ships at sea during his 12 years tired from business.
All along Capt. Hurley had been in- | will result from the World War.
LIABILITIES, Dee. 21. 1922
Gross Assets ................... ...$12,746,653 40
In the African trade, but was never
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all the time at the Park.
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postmas
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and
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climates,
and
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been
exposed
to
many
Mr. Hay of Fort Fairfield is visiting
was nowise responsible.
an4 ‘‘The Christian.” which is billed
the Park today in a fast stepping west stage and screen. George Arliss in his
The deputy has often joked with recommendation was followed by Mr storms, but through it all he has ex tor May 9 and 10. It is hoped that as his sister, Mrs, Ivan Scott.
ern picture that sweeps you off your
perienced no sickness that called for
Capt. Hurley about the incident since Fuller’s appointment on the spot.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Mank spent Sun feet. Filled with laughter, thrills and greatest success "The Man Who
any patrons as possible will attend
Played God." This picture will be
When a revaluation of the city was a doctor’s care. Has a good appetite
that time, but he was not in a joking
day
at
C.
F.
Jackson's,
South
Waldo

on the afternoons of those dates, for
a liberal sprinkling of romance. "A shown at regular admission prices al
mood then, and put a keeper aboard. decided upon one of the special asses and sleeps well, although sleep can the theatre will not begin to accommo boro.
Footlight Ranger" whisks the movie- though it is in fact a big super-special
Escape by daytime was impossible, sors appointed was Capt. Hurley, who scarcely be called his long suit, as it date those who will want to go in the
Mrs. M. A. Bowers and grandson ton all the way from New York to the
picture. Tuesday, Marion Davies in
has been his custom for more than 50 evening.—Adv.
and the revenue cutter Levi Wood served as chairman of the briard.
Charles, were at Miss Rena Wiley’s barren western plains.
“Adam and JJve” from the eminent
Then came his appointment as judge years to average later than midnight
bury was “Johnny on the spot" every
Sunday.
Jane and Katherine Lee are also on stage success and made by the same
night. Capt. Hurley's desire was to of the Rockland Municipal Court. He as his hour for retiring.
Mrs. Ne S. Reever was a guest of
man who directed “When Knighthood
TENANTS HAF’BOR DAYS
the program in one of their mis. hiev
"I have smoked since I was 15; have
reach a Nova Scotian port and obtain served a full term under appointment
Miss Linda Vannah, Winslow’s Mills.
ous comedies which never fail to ' Was In Flower." Regular Park prices
English papers, but it was about as easy by Gov. Plaistcd, and was reappointed always drank a little whisky, and if it
Thursday.
please old and young alike. Regular on this big production.—Adv.
to locate rhe end of a rainbow as it by Gov. Curtis. With his fifth year was so windy at sea that 1 could not And That Natural Longing To Re
Mrs. Ivan Scott and son Frederick
turn To The Familiar Scenes.
was to elude the vigilance of the rev one-third gone, he resigned to accept smolre. I have chewed tobacco,” said
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
enue officials, and Capt. Hurley, who the more important and more remun Capt. Hurley.
If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, let my Fred Scott.
had now owned the useless craft about erative position of governor of the
In addition to being exalted ruler of
Homer Rines of Skowhegan is visit
six months, was at the end of his wits. Soldiers' Home at Togus.
Rockland Lodge B. P. O. E. Capt. right hand forget her cunning. If I ing his uncle, John A. Rines.
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Capt. Hurley had the distinction of Hurley is a member of Edwin Libby do not remember thee, let my tongue I Willis Keene and Mrs. Dora Butler
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to some shipbrokers, who advised him being the first layman to hold the office Post. G. A. It., which he has twice cleave to the roof of my mouth*
| and two children of North Waldoboro,
to take the matter up with Washing of municipal judge in this city. He served as commander, and also belongs
AMERICAN COMPANIES
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ton.
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the longing for h me. It mat- j
an<' Mrs. William Wilson of the
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at the national capitol those days, and one eminent Maine attorney often de with the world.
ters not how far we have wandered village were at Henry Wilson's Sunday.
that invest their funds in AMERICAN enterprise. This
Capt. Hurley made his appeal to the clared that he was the shrewdest wit
He has nothing to do, and here he is nor in what clime we have settled—
John Coffin returned to his work in
man who was destined seven years ness lie ever saw on the stand. Be that only 76 years of age.
serves to develop further AMERICAN manufacturing ex
there comes I he time when we remem Damariscotta Monday.
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ber our native place.
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By the rivers of Babylon, there we days List week with her sister, Mrs.
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fought. The Plumed Knight of Maine, cision was sustained in a large ma
Formbr .Senator Charles E. Townsend
Alonzo Sidensparker.
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thereby
resulting in increased AMERICAN income. The
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tentively to Capt. Hurley’s story.
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Capt. Hurley was the executive head the recent resignation of former Sena you can rest assured that sometime solos.
the morning I will see what I can do
AMERICAN enterprises. AMERICAN premiums, paid
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were
served
of the Togus Soldiers’ Hume from Feb tor Obadiah Gardner of Maine, a Demo our thoughts turn to the village of Next meeting. April 26, will be held
about it.”
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our
nativity.
Next morning Mr. Blaine took Capt. ruary 1915 to Nov. 22. 1922. When he crat, and chairman of the commission
with Mrs. Herbert Wa’.tz.
Forget
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native
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Not
per
cent to AMERICAN progress.
Hurley to the office of the Secretary of took charge there were 1490 Civil War for many years. Former Senator
the Treasury. John Sherman, then in veterans at the institution, when he Clarence D. Clark of Wyomig, suc while memory lasts, or while there
hangs upon the wall of the living room
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charge of that portfolio, also con left the column of blue had sadly ceeds Mr. Gardner as chairman.
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summer morn, done by my good
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“elf homestead’ through the tree tops, been spending the winter in Arlington
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the ’ gravey.i'd” with the old schoon Heights, have returned to Tarry-ato
FOREIGN
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ers interred there, in the foreground: while cottage.
terprise, thereby laying a handicap ti|wn the further develop
in the background the church spire on
Ada Winchenbaugh and little Rich
the hill.
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the places where we played when
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containing many useful articles for
For there they that carried us away sale and extends tin invitation to all to
captive required of us a song. How come and see it.
shall we sing the Lord’s song in a
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strange land?
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Home Week and see what thy
j the pie march and dance given by the
about this longing for “the homeland." Grange in South Waldoboro last Sat425
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The majority of us will never return: 1 uray evening.
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we who have been away 35, 40, 5(1: Theresa Burnes spent the weekend
years, will spend our last day s io the 'with her sister, Sadie Winchenbaugh
mCS
place of our adoption, but the old jn {jack Cove.
longing is there.
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Zion.
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MRS. N. MARIA MOSELEY
Ralph Stahl of Broad Cove was at H.
digestion it is a wonderful
Nature planted under the
B. Stahl's last week.
outer coat of the kernels of herbuilder of health and energy.
Mrs. N. Maria Moseley, widow of
The W. C. T. U. held its regular
best food-grains a store of iron
John Moseley of Needham, died at her meeting at the home of Jennie Creamer
There’s a delightful charm
for human use. Many presenthome in N dham. Mass.. Tuesday last Friday evening. There were 14
of crispness and flavor to
members present. Next meeting will
day foods are robbed of this and
morning after an illness of more than he held with Mrs. Mamie Chase.
Grape-Nuts—a welcome serv
other vital qualities in the extra
a year. She was born in St. George,
BRAND
ing at any meal. Ready to
Mrs. G. A. Burnes was pleasantly
“refinement” of preparation.
March 3. 1846, the daughter of Rev. surprised last Wednesday evening (it
serve, with cream or milk.
Charles I’, and Nancy (Churchill) being her birthday) when 10 of her
Order from your grocer to
Grape-Nuts, that famous
Bartlett, and lived with her family in friends were heard opening the front
East Corinth and Sedgwick. She went door. She received many useful pres
day. There are many servings,
xvhcat-and-malted-barley food,
to Needham 50 years ago this month ents, among them a gold piece. Re
providing exceptional nourish
supplies iron, phosphates and
and for a number of years was a freshments were served in the course of
ment,
in
a
package
of
this
truly
vitamin from the natural grain;
teacher in :he Kimball School. She a very happy evening The party broke
economical food.
and in its splendid, wellv. as married in November. 1875 to John up at midnight, wishing her many
Moseley, founder of Moseley & Com happy’ returns. The guests were: Mr.
pany, Inc., manufacturers of knitted and Mrs. Frank Creamer, Mr. and Mrs.
goods. Mr. Moseley died in 1915. A Walter. Quiner, Mr. and Mrs. A'den
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brother, Charles Bartlett of Buffalo, a I Waltz. Thomas Creamer. Belle Poland,
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B.
Moseley
1
Donald
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and
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Creamer,
Made by
and Mrs. Grace Moseley-Smith sur- : Ray Winchenbaugh is working in
Postum Cereal Co., Inc.
The Twitchell-Champlin Co.
vive.
j Friendship.
Battle Creek, Mich.
Portland IT Boston
Mrs. Moseley's father was pastor of
J. G. Winchenbaugh and H. B. Stahl
the Baptist • hurch in Cushing in 1843.1 attended the Odd Fellows Ix)dge at
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at xvhi.ii time it had 97 members.
i Waldoboro Thursday evening.
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